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We Did It. YAY!

bros, dance routines being formed and we had

» ISSUE ONE: MISSION ACCOMPLISHED

friendly banter with the cops.

O

There’s a reason we love O Week; we devote
rientation Week is a blast.

the entire week to having a great time, without

Even spending the majority of it in

getting engrossed in our own singular lives.

an office trying to figure out how

Grades aren’t everything and another shift at

we’ll come up with a 48-page magazine in a

the café isn’t going to make your loan disap-

week, it is still a very special time of the year.

pear or a grad job land in your lap. Spend your

Reuniting with friends, finding new ones,

time here finding your passion and spending

partying every night, and avoiding the books

time with those you love. Whether it’s your

for at least another couple of weeks. What’s

family, flatties or that cat that’s probably go-

not to love?

ing to kick the bucket any day now, realise
that it’s these connections we are here for.

Aside from the morons who set your house on
fire.

With a wild week kicking off the year, I’m so
excited for 2015. This week has been one of

This year, we’ve done it again with the nuttiest

the steepest learning curves (or slides? or

Orientation in the country. Before the week

cliff drops?) of my life. And this brings me to

had even begun, some flats already had nearly

another point. Great content isn’t what got me

4000 people set to attend their parties … this is

excited about this issue. There’s some good

before the university attempted to have them

stuff but there’s plenty to improve on, and

cancelled and then collected over $4500 in

we’ve got the rest of the year to figure this

fines later in the week.

out. What got me excited was that everyone
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left print night passionate about the next 26
But while national news and the Otago Daily

issues, merry on pizza, and buzzing to be a

Times were busy highlighting the pyromani-

part of the team.

acs of Dunedin, Critic was witnessing the good
times of Orientation. Roaming the streets of

Give this year your everything, and so will we.

Castle and Hyde, we captured countless new
romances blossoming, as young love found

JOSIE COCHRANE

it’s place in North D. We saw bros finding new

CRITIC EDITOR

Critic is a member of the Aotearoa Student Press
Association (ASPA).
Disclaimer: the views presented within this publication do
not necessarily represent the views of the Editor, PMDL,
or OUSA.
Press Council: people with a complaint against a magazine
should first complain in writing to the Editor and then, if
not satisfied with the response, complain to the Press
Council. Complaints should be addressed to the Secretary,
PO Box 10-879 The Terrace, Wellington.
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Parties Go Ahead Despite Warnings
» 2015 ORIENTATION HAS BEEN “NO WORSE OR BETTER THAN ANY OTHER”
BY LAURA MUNRO

T

he University of Otago took a tougher

case is dealt with separately and the penalties

The Proctor said, “Although the majority

stance on out-of-control flat parties

could vary.”

of students are well-behaved, [there is] a

leading up to the 2015 Orientation

minority whose antisocial behaviour is un-

Week, with flats being asked to cancel events

Lunam said, “It seems to us that the University

acceptable. Activities such as lighting fires,

before the week had even begun.

just doesn’t want us to have our own par-

breaking glass bottles and the like will not be

ties, they only want us to attend the O-week

tolerated as they greatly endanger their own

Residents of the Dundas Street V Flat, Dylan

events … which are mainly aimed at Freshers.”

or others’ safety and well-being.”

Hall, Tessa Lunam, Baily Beecher and Ross

Hall felt the university was being “very sterile”

Stocker, were some of the many tenants of

and added, “There’s nothing really for second

Otago Police Coastal Area Commander Inspec-

numerous flats pulled into Proctor Simon

years aside from house parties … it seems like

tor Jason Guthrie said, “To ensure a safe and

Thompson’s office. They said that Campus

[the university] is trying way too hard to stop

enjoyable party, rule number one is do not

Watch arrived at the flat and told the students

people having a good time.”

post an open invite on social media; this is a

they had an urgent meeting with Thompson.

fast track to losing control.” He added, “There

“He told us to close [the Facebook event] down

The Hyde Street flat, Fear and Loathing, shifted

are plenty of other simple considerations in-

… he also told us to completely change the

the location of their party “due to a lot of pres-

cluding providing food, knowing the people

date, but that just doesn’t work for us.”

sure from the DCC, police and the university,”

who are at your party, keeping your guests on

resident Richard Scott stated in a Facebook

your property and avoiding glass as much as

Members of the Hilton flat, located on Clyde

post. Scott attributed the “possibility of the

possible.”

Street, said there was a pile of printed screen-

Hyde St keg party not going ahead” as a reason

shots on Thompson’s desk, each with the

for the change in venue. The party was moved

Police have been attending flat parties on a

Facebook events that had been made for each

to the Lotus Room.

nightly basis over the past few weeks, Guthrie

party. The V flat confirmed this was also the
case during their meeting.

said, and although many had been “run withA flat at 662 Castle Street also cancelled the

out issue, it is unfortunate that the minority

Facebook event they had created for their

continue to tarnish the reputation of the wider

The students were told they would be liable for

party after rumours of the threatened conse-

student community.” He said this year’s Ori-

anything happening on or around the prem-

quences. “We saw other people shutting their

entation has been “no worse or better than

ises if the party were to go ahead. “Anything

parties down and talked to [some] mates who

any other.” However, there is “still a significant

and everything that happens is our fault,”

were [cancelling the events], so we decided

scope for students to mature their attitude to-

said Lunam. “[The Proctor] basically said if

to shut ours down before we had to, [in order

wards alcohol.”

we had the party then we had to take the

to] avoid a pre-warning,” said resident Der-

consequences that came with it.” These con-

mot Frengley. The party went ahead, though

Guthrie warned those organising parties that

sequences could range from small fines to ex-

Frengley said police arrived “twice before it

“being a responsible host extends to monitor-

pulsion. The students were offered the chance

was even dark [to] tell us about the dangers of

ing the numbers attending, ensuring that at-

to cancel the party or to make it invite only.

a party.” A paddy wagon was also parked out-

tendees stay off roads and footpaths, and most

side the residence while the party was hap-

importantly taking a sensible approach to

The Proctor said, “Antisocial and danger-

pening. “Our party was very mellow in com-

alcohol use. The focus needs to shift from risky

ous behaviour can result in a wide range of

parison to what the police believed it would

alcohol consumption and, for flat parties to be

consequences from warnings to expulsion.

be, only a hundred people would have been

safer, organisers need to grip this up and take

Lighting fires or throwing bottles at people

there at any one point in the night,” he added.

ownership of providing a safe environment.”

is very likely to result in expulsion, but each
critic.co.nz ISSUE 7
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Professor Harlene Hayne, Vice-Chancellor at
the University of Otago, said in a media release that fires “will not be tolerated” and the
university “fully support the Fire Service and
Police in their efforts to apprehend offenders

O-Week Heats Up

who carry out criminal behaviour.”

» STUDENTS HAVE NO ORIGINALITY WHEN CHOOSING WHAT TO BURN

“Our Code of Student Conduct makes it clear

BY CARLA GREEN

that any offence relating to fires and couch
burning will result in serious trouble for the
perpetrator. We have taken a hard line with

O

students who have been caught lighting fires,
n Wednesday 18 February 2015, emer-

the other fires that night. The release notes

and we will continue to do so,” said Hayne. The

gency services were called to four

that the police are looking into three men who

University Proctor has already issued nearly

separate North Dunedin areas in the

“were seen near the Leith Street address and

$4,500 worth of fines for students breach-

early hours of the morning. A house located on

running away from it towards Frederick Street

ing the Code of Conduct during this Orienta-

Leith Street was left with severe damage to the

at about 12.45am this morning.”

tion Week, and he said that they will face the

front porch, as well the front two rooms of the

“prospect of exclusion from the University as a

house. The Leith Street residents had not yet

Lindsay Rae, a Senior Station Officer with the

set up insurance; however, OUSA has created a

Fire Service, responded to the calls made by

Givealittle fundraiser to show support.

residents that night regarding the fires. Rae

Otago Police Coastal Area Commander Inspec-

said the bystander presence on Leith Street

tor Jason Guthrie warned, “if Police catch you

University of Otago Proctor Simon Thompson

was significantly large when they arrived on

or your guests fire lighting this will result in a

said the fire “was started in a chair on the front

the scene. “I would presume that the other by-

court appearance but more importantly you do

porch of the property that had been set alight

standers were [mostly] students,” he said. Rae

not want a death or serious injury from fire on

by a passerby.” He noted that the flat was

seemed resigned to the fact that there would

your conscience.”

empty at the time.

always be arson in Dunedin. “I’d like to think

result of their foolish actions.”

the fires would go away,” he said. “Of course,

Given the apparent propensity of North Dune-

The Southern District Police said in a press re-

a person would be naive to think that there

din residents and/or visitors for setting fur-

lease that an ongoing investigation was being

would be no deliberately lit fires at all. But the

niture on fire, the Fire Service has asked resi-

conducted on who started the fire, and that it

numbers that there are, are out of hand.”

dents to keep outside furniture indoors.

is as yet unclear whether it’s connected with

Posties Stamped Out
» NEW ZEALAND POST CUTS THREATEN JOBS

pushed for bigger and bigger dividends, which
BY OLIVER GASKELL

has driven NZ Post to cut costs any way it can.”
Gallagher argued that by making the cuts,
New Zealand Post is “sacrificing good service

D

for profit … we’re now in a situation where it
unedin-based postal workers are

days per week. Rural delivery services will not

could take a week for a letter to get from one

at risk of unemployment as New

be affected.

side of Dunedin to the other.”

Zealand Post makes cuts to its resi-

The changes will come into effect in July of this

dential delivery services. Dunedin is currently

year, a New Zealand Post spokesperson has

Alix Muir, student and Dunedin resident, said

home to around 60 posties, all of whom could

said. Staff are set to consult with the state-

the cuts will be “a total nuisance”. “I live in a

be at risk of unemployment as part of a five-

owned enterprise between April and June; the

flat, as most students do, and most of my bills

year strategy to restructure New Zealand’s

number of jobs cut will be confirmed at the

tend to come through the mail,” said Muir.

postal service.

end of this period.

“I know I can get them electronically, but it’s

Approximately 400 jobs are expected to be

The Engineering, Printing and Manufacturing

lost across the country due to the closure of

Union (EPMU), New Zealand’s largest union

mail centres in Dunedin, Waikato and Wel-

for postal workers, has spoken out about the

In 2014, total mail volume fell by around nine

lington. Because of the closures, mail services

plan. Joe Gallagher, EPMU organiser, said in a

per cent; this year’s figures have also shown a

in these areas will be cut from three to six

press release: “[The National] Government has

record decrease.

always a reminder to pay them when I have a

8
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physical copy in my hand.”
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E X E C R A B L E
Rock-Paper-Scissors Over the Phone Fails To Make Decisions
BY LAURA MUNRO

T

he first OUSA Executive meeting for

sised the executives should suggest purchas-

that NZUSA could not have a stall at OUSA’s

the year kicked off with OUSA Presi-

ing tickets to students: “be, like, get the music

Tent City during Ori Week. Paul said it was not

dent Paul Hunt laying down the law for

pass instead” or state “this song is mean”. She

a club or society, nor would it have any benefit

2015. Executive members were instructed to

pointed out that Sticky Fingers tickets were

to students and the event was “already over-

raise their hand if they want to say their piece

selling well. Welfare Officer Payal Ramritu

subscribed”.

during the meeting. Additionally, it was clari-

wanted to “target sixth formers and seventh

The Executive went into committee of the

fied that if an executive member misses three

formers”. Mahoney agreed, as “they’re more

whole, due to privacy reasons, and discussed

consecutive meetings without an apology,

likely to have more money.” Hunt pointed out

the importance of adding two new members

then they have vacated their position.

that the concert was on a school night and

to the Planet Media Dunedin Limited Board.

The first point of discussion was the need

there would be alcohol present, so the idea

Associate Professor Jessica Palmer and 2014

to promote Empire of the Sun tickets during

was quickly shut down. The team decided that

Education Officer Laura Harris were appointed

Orientation week. Hunt said that although

they would start playing videos of the band in

and the whole conversation was said in code

Super Pass sales were “going well”, there

the Main Common Room.

of “that thing we’ve discussed earlier”.

needed to be a “significantly more sales” in

The Executive then discussed whether

The precious last 20 minutes were spent

order to “get a substantial return”. Admin Vice

they agreed with the decision made by the

selecting which executives would be added to

President Isaac Yu asked what was currently

2014 executives to pull out of NZUSA. Hunt

a Code of Conduct Committee. After a round of

being done to promote the band, to which Hunt

said current executive members were being

Rock-Paper-Scissors, a potential coin toss and

replied “not much”.

contacted by NZUSA via Twitter and Facebook,

an eventual online random number generator,

Education Officer Greer Mahoney sug-

lobbying for them to rejoin. All members

Finance Officer Nina Harrap was appointed.

gested the team “jam it out everywhere,” play-

agreed that the $45,000 cost of a membership

Rock-Paper-Scissors and the coin toss failed

ing Empire of the Sun’s music around campus

was not justifiable due to “serious structural

to work once the Executive realised one of the

or on four wheels through town. She empha-

ineffectiveness”. The Executive also decided

members was in the meeting via a phone line.

ECP

(Emergency Contraceptive Pill)

Urinary Infections
Eye Infections
Passport Photos
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residents] are becoming more conscious [of] the nuisance the sycamores are
creating.”

Dunedin Sick of Mores
» SYCAMORES’ “BIG ROOTS” GETTING OUT OF HAND

Sycamore seedlings can be pulled out, but
BY EMMA LODES

once the trees grow to a larger size they must
be covered with a weed-control paste to kill

S

the roots. The Dunedin City Council currently
ycamore trees have become a topic

their height and fast growing rate, sycamores

has contracts that include the removal of

of conflict in recent weeks, with the

tend to block natural light very easily,” argued

noxious weeds, but a limited budget con-

Dunedin City Council and the Chalm-

Wheeler. “They’ve got a big root system as

strains their ability to remove full-sized trees.

ers Community Board arguing that they’re

well,” she added, “so they affect the under-

“We want to identify the best control method

choking out native plants, hogging sunlight

ground and the bush environment that [the

for different size trees in different locations,

and stamping out undergrowth bush.

DCC is] trying to regenerate.”

and then make a plan for people to remove

According to Lisa Wheeler, DCC Parks Man-

Wildscreen’s online initiative, Arkive, notes

ager, the city is “being inundated with [syca-

that a sycamore tree can live to be 500 years

more] seedlings … They are actually starting

old and can produce over 10,000 seedlings a

The DCC will be working closely with the

to reach maturity enough to create their

year, which can be dispersed kilometres away

Chalmers Community Board, beginning with

own seedlings, so it’s becoming a problem.”

with high winds.

a mapping activity in West Harbour to locate

the sycamores from their own property,”

She said, “[Dunedin] has a number of syca-

said Wheeler.

individual trees. They plan to test methods for

more trees and [they] germinate quickly, so

Wheeler and the Dunedin City Council have

controlling the sycamore trees in that area and

we have new seedlings coming through any-

begun encouraging residents to cut and poi-

then expand successful methods throughout

where the wind blows.”

son sycamores on their property: “We are try-

the city.

ing to see if we can do anything and, if so, what
According to Wheeler, the issue with syca-

those controls will be,” said Wheeler. “We’re

The council will also be recruiting volunteers

mores is “the impact they have on the envi-

looking at it from a city perspective,” she said.

to help remove trees on public land.

ronment and just how fast they spread.” Due to

“The

community

board

and

[Dunedin

YOUR ONE-STOP
TECHNOLOGY SHOP.
CAMPUS BRANCH

FACEBOOK

21 Frederick Street, North Dunedin fb.com/CelloTechnologyHub
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Backlash over University Council Amendments
» GOVERNMENT CHANGES “EXTREMELY DISAPPOINTING”

exactly how. New Zealand’s oldest wānanga,
Te Wānanga o Aotearoa, currently has a thirteen-member council, including one member

BY CARLA GREEN

elected by students and one by staff.
The New Zealand Union of Students’ As-

A

sociations (NZUSA) made a submission to
bill amending the 1989 Education

on ensuring that we maintain, or slightly in-

Parliament, calling changes proposed in the

Act has come under fire recently

crease, the number of students we have on the

bill “wrong-headed and unnecessary”. The

from university student associ-

council,” he Hunt.

submission also pointed out that ministerial

ations around New Zealand. In addition to

Auckland University Students’ Associa-

appointments have been overwhelmingly

creating a new professional body for teachers

tion President Paul Smith said in a press re-

male, white and from corporate or legal back-

— a move that infuriated the Post-Primary

lease that it is “extremely disappointing to see

grounds.

Teachers’ Association (PPTA) — the bill aims

the government push the bill through despite

to decrease the current size of university and

its enormous unpopularity.”

wānanga councils.

In a press release following the bill’s
passage into law, Education Minister Hekia

Education Vice President Jessica Storey

Parata responded, “The changes will not affect

The previous requirement that at least

said, “[The amendments] will inevitably affect

institutional autonomy or academic freedom,

three seats on the councils be reserved for

council make-up, because it reduces councils

which are guaranteed by section 161 of the

members elected by students and staff will be

in size, meaning that only some interests will

Education Act 1989, nor will they lead to more

removed. Councils will decrease from 12–20

be protected. Ministerial appointees are pro-

Ministerial control over councils.” Parata added

members to 8–12, though the number of

tected, and there’s not lots of room left for oth-

that university and wānanga councils will still

ministerial appointees required will remain at

ers, which forces councils to make a decision

have the option of maintaining student and

three to four members.

between protecting student- or staff-[elected

staff seats on the council, and student associ-

OUSA President Hunt will be negotiating

members], or people with other skills. It puts a

ations have already begun putting pressure on

with the council to ensure that at least two

lot of pressure on councils to get rid of students

their councils to do just that.

student-elected representatives will remain,

and staff.”

even if this means one staff position is “sac-

Wānanga councils will also be affected

rificed”. “As Otago students, we’re focused

by the amendments, although it’s not clear

Universities and wānanga have until 2016
to rewrite their constitutions in accordance
with the amendments.

critic.co.nz ISSUE 1
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that had been burned by the hot sun.
Luckily for students, not all farming
industries are suffering. The dry weather
has not harmed crops linked to the brewing
industry. Concerns that the drought could later

Fears Deepen as Drought Drags On

cause a supply shortage of beer are unnecessary. Chris Snow, a spokesperson for Speights,

» BEER WITH US — DUNEDIN WILL BE OK

said, “From a Speights’ point of view, with our

BY BRIDIE BOYD

malt grown in Canterbury and our hops in Nel-

O

son, very few of the ingredients we use come
n January 30 2015, the Otago Regional

Farmers, particularly those involved in

from the Otago region so we are confident that

Council asked the government to of-

dairy and crops, are struggling. Irrigation from

there will still be plenty of Speights for Kiwis to

ficially recognise the devastating dry

most rivers has been stopped and, as a result,

enjoy over the coming months.” An employee

spell as a recorded drought, after the longest

most farms no longer have stock on the fields.

for McDuff Breweries in Dunedin said that they

dry spell since 2004.

High numbers of animals are also being sold.

also had no concerns, as their barley crops are

Except for the Clutha River, most tributar-

Backpackers passing through the region

ies and rivers still have dangerously low lev-

described the impact of the drought as di-

The Dunedin City Council currently takes

els, with no sign of rain to abate the situation.

sastrous. The travellers reported that farmers

domestic water from Deep Stream, which has

According to Peter Bodeker, Chief Executive

throughout Southland and Otago are still

low but not minimum water levels. While the

of the Otago Regional Council, high levels of

wishing for more rain; recent showers in the

DCC has alternative measures in place for such

rainfall in the near future would still not be

area had simply not been enough to rehy-

events, the city could still face shortages if the

enough to regenerate the vegetation in the

drate the land. Not only is the drought killing

drought were to continue. Bodeker suggests

region. The severity of the drought means that

crops through lack of water, the intense sun is

that Dunedin residents continue to help their

even winter crops will face extreme difficulty.

also damaging some crops directly. Charlotte

rural counterparts through common sense,

The effects are set to be felt in the region until

Crawford-Sharpe, an apple thinner, said that

minimising shower lengths and not heavily

spring, at the earliest.

workers had been asked to cut off any apples

watering lawns or washing vehicles.

grown up in Canterbury.

Keep it down!
Partying tonight? Excessive noise
at your next party could be costly.
Turn it down and avoid
noise control hassles.
• $58 seizure fee
• $26 p/day storage fees
• $500 infringement fine
(for severe excessive
noise/repeat offences)

www.dunedin.govt.nz/noise
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Seriously Accurate Predictions to Continue
» 2015 SET TO BE A FULL-ON YEAR FOR SPORTS
BY DANIEL LORMANS

L

ast year’s FIFA World Cup coverage

Arsenal, Liverpool and Tottenham are all

proved our credentials in providing

battling it out for a top-four finish and qualifi-

serious analysis, accurate predictions

cation to the lucrative Champions League. But

and the ability to type a sentence like that

they will have to overhaul the surprise pack-

with a straight face. Here is an update and pre-

age of the season, Southampton, who have

view of some of the sports action that we will

been in the top four all season.

be reporting on and ranting about in 2015.
A lesser-known World Cup is being hosted by

RUGBY

New Zealand in May this year, and Dunedin

Traditionally The Winter Sport Of New Zea-

is one of the host cities. It is the “second big-

land, Rugby’s Season Has Just Kicked Off

gest FIFA tournament” in the form of the FIFA

In The Middle Of Summer, And The Super

Under-20 Football World Cup. Heavyweight

into trouble, with a multitude of drink-driving,

Rugby Clash Between The Highlanders And

footballing nations like Brazil, Argentina and

gambling, autoerotic urination and vehicular

The Crusaders Was A Fitting End To Ori’ 2015,

Germany will be fielding their next generation

fellatio videos giving the NRL a fair share of PR

With The Crowd In The Zoo Providing Plenty

of superstars against nations less steeped in

headaches and prompting some embarrass-

Of Colour And Noise That Surely Makes Hurri-

footballing glory, such as Uzbekistan, Myan-

ingly insincere public apologies from these

canes Fans Jealous As They Look Around The

mar and New Zealand. Our unlucky Junior

“role models”.

Soulless, Windswept Spaces Of Their Often

All Whites have a poor record at this tourna-

Half-Empty Stadium.

ment, only managing four goals and no wins

But on the field the NRL, in particular, the

from their last three appearances dating back

South Sydney Rabbitohs are enjoying their

to 2007.

most successful period in a generation,

It is too early to tell what will happen in this
year’s competition so we’ll wait a few weeks

winning last year’s NRL Grand Final. They

before making any predictions, but one thing

CRICKET

we are certain of is the Highlanders making a

New Zealand are among the favourites to win

Auckland Nines tournament. The New Zea-

triumphant march to a home semi-final. Some

the ICC Cricket World Cup for the first time,

land Warriors will be determined to get their

might dismiss this as fanciful thinking but, as

and the tournament is well underway with

season off on the right foot after a slow start

several of my ex-girlfriends have reminded

Dunedin doing its part hosting the Black Caps

last year that saw them just missing out on

me, “you can’t spell Daniel without denial”.

for their win over Scotland during the carnage

the play-offs through an inferior points dif-

I will not be hiding my bias as a Highlanders

of Ori Week. Another interesting matchup

ferential. A return to the top eight play-offs

fan this year and will be relentlessly mocking

between Afghanistan and Scotland is tak-

is an absolute minimum for the Warriors this

my favourite targets, Ma’a Nonu and Sonny

ing place at the University Oval this week on

year. Unfortunately, they ignored my Tweets

Bill. But once the Super Rugby season is over,

Thursday. It would be a huge surprise if one of

about playing a game in Dunedin, choos-

all club allegiances will be forgotten and I will

those teams were to make it to the March 29

ing to host their game against the Dragons

be 100% behind the best possible All Blacks

final at the MCG in Melbourne, but the Black

in Wellington.

team getting together and heading to England

Caps have a genuine chance to go all the way,

to defend the World Cup.

having lost several times in the semi-finals at

THAT’S NOT ALL, FOLKS!

previous tournaments.

You can also expect some coverage of pseu-

FOOTBALL

backed this up by winning the second annual

do-sports like motor racing and netball, and

Two of the biggest-spending clubs of recent

RUGBY LEAGUE

history are in a two-horse race for the Premier

Rugby League has always had a reputation

about American sports. As well as covering

League title, with Chelsea leading the way

for attracting some “less than reputable indi-

the world’s elite professional sporting compe-

over last year’s champions Manchester City.

viduals” to the 13-man code; over the last few

titions, we will share the stories of some of the

The other “big clubs” — Manchester United,

years too many players to mention have got

personalities of the Otago sporting scene.

we may even pretend to know something

Enrol through OUSA now to start your Mat Class for Semester 1 NOW
To book call 03 479 5960 | http://bit.ly/1F4ellc

facebook.com/bimnz

www.backinmotion.co.nz
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News in Briefs
BY HENRY NAPIER, LAURA MUNRO AND ALEXIA COCHRANE

2
7

4

5

6
3
1

world watch
1

RAMPUR, INDIA

An Indian woman has married a wedding
guest instead of her fiancé. The would-be
husband was rushed to hospital after having
an epileptic-related seizure. As he hadn’t told
his bride, she decided he wasn’t worth marrying
and tied the knot with a guest instead.

2

LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND

A man has been banned from touching other
people’s muscles. The man had received
numerous complaints over touching people in
public. A District Court has ordered him not to
touch, feel or measure muscles or ask people
to do squats.

3

IRAQ/SYRIA, MIDDLE EAST

The Islamic State (ISIS) may be harvesting
human organs. The terrorist organisation has
been accused of removing organs from its
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victims as a way to finance its operations. After
having found bodies in mass graves, it appears
ISIS is selling organs such as kidneys on the
black market. Although not yet confirmed,
it would come as no surprise following the
group’s actions so far.

4

SALT LAKE CITY, US

A Utah woman is claiming she’s broken the
world record for catching bridal bouquets. She
says she has caught 46 bouquets over the past
19 years. She is now seeking recognition in the
Guinness Book of World Records.

5

BELARUS, EASTERN EUROPE

Belarus has recently hosted peace talks with
Russia and Ukraine. The talks were “fuelled” by
coffee. Given the obvious animosity between
the leaders, apparently coffee helped defuse
the tension.

6

MCGILL UNIVERSITY, CANADA

Emerging research has discovered a male’s
hands may be the potential key to knowing how
caring he is. Scientists believe that the longer
a man’s ring finger is compared to his index
finger, the more attentive and kind he is likely to
be. Whereas men with similar-sized fingers are
generally assholes …

7

OREGON, US

A prison inmate who filed an assault complaint
against police was actually assaulting himself.
The inmate was caught out on camera punching
himself 45 times in the face. His assault
complaint was dropped as a result.

Grapevine
“We have to confront, squarely and honestly, the twisted ideologies that
these terrorist groups use to incite people to violence … [we are] not at war
with Islam — we are at war with the people who have perverted Islam.”
US President Barack Obama spoke to representatives
of 60 nations during a three-day event following attacks
in France and Denmark. He pleaded with attendees to
associate groups such as Islamic State and al-Qaeda not
as religious leaders but instead as terrorists and religious
radicals.

“You know, he does [dye his hair] … We all know that. I’m just telling the
Prime Minister, for God’s sake, don’t get personal because you’ll get that
sort of thing back.”
Winston Peters, leader of the New Zealand First party,
used his first speech in Parliament for 2015 to assert that
Prime Minister John Key dyes his hair. Key has denied the
allegation, stating, “No. I constantly read about myself
going grey and there’s very little I can do about that.
It’s falling out, but it’s not changing colour.”

“Her legs were in the air and the guy was on top. We were so shocked our
mouths were just opened.”
Passersby were shocked in California after they discovered
a pair having sex in broad daylight. The two received
misdemeanor charges after witnesses recorded the act on
video and called the police. The police separated the pair;
however, they continued to cuddle while being given
their tickets.

“The rumour was I had gone to bingo, got drunk, went home and dropped
down dead. I don’t even drink … My next-door neighbour came up to me
and hugged me. She said: ‘I heard that you had died!’”
52-year-old Trisha Meikle of Wales arrived back after
taking a day off work, only to find out that her friends
had all assumed she was dead. Meikle made a Facebook
post about how she was feeling sad on her day off, and
rumours spread from there. Despite already beginning the
funeral plans, her friends were very happy to see she was
actually alive.

“He would have felt even more ashamed in front of his friends. I did it to
save him such embarrassment.”
A Turkish mother has justified strangling her son as a
somewhat heroic act. She claimed his ears were too large,
and that these would ruin his life. The mother had already
paid for reconstructive surgery for the child but took
matters into her own hands after being unsatisfied with
the results. She has been charged by Turkish authorities.

Dragonflies
Have shovel-shaped penises so they
can scoop out their rivals’ sperm.

The Zorilla
The smelliest animal on Earth. Its anal
glands can be smelt 1/2 a mile away.

Male Underarm Sweat
Applying to a female’s lips can help
women relax, boost their mood and help
regulate their menstrual cycle.

87 Days
The longest time between two twins
being born.

163 vs 160
Mariltyn Monroe had a higher IQ (163)
than Albert Einstein (160).

Honeybees
When a male honeybee climaxes during
sex, his testicles explode and he dies.

7,000
Sloppy doctors’ handwriting accounts
for around 7,000 deaths a year.

18 Quarts
A man will ejaculate approximately 18
quarts of semen in his lifetime.
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F

or those Critic newbies, Bouncing off

room in a wheelchair, with plenty of time

However,

the Halls follows the lives and times

to think about the kind of first impressions

takes

the

of our wee freshers as they embark on

he was making. Ah, bless.

right

weirdest

the voyage of “self-discovery” in Dunedin’s

it’s

Selwyn
cake

College

for

the

O-week

that

down-

to

date.

At the Selwyn meet-and-greet BBQ

illustrious halls. Here, disgusting deeds are

Hayward College also made a valuable con-

— before even moving into the

exposed and every saucy secret is thrust into

tribution to the fresher O-week barf quota,

college — one young gentle-

the open. Please be aware, this column is not

with stories of projectile vomit

man got over-excited by

for the faint hearted. Call it XXX.

covering walls, doors and carpet,

some

spanning a rather impressive

animals

neighbouring
and

farm

proceeded

Freshers — don’t despair. Those of us who

15 metres in length. The culprit

to strip naked and ride a

were fresh meat in the days of the Cook, the

remains unknown, although evi-

poor

Monkey Bar and $4 Jagerbombs at Melbas

dence seems to point to a fresher

like

look to you now to carry on the torch of the

incarnation of The Exorcist.

tales. If your nauseating O-week activities are
anything to go by, you’ll do fantastically.

unsuspecting
a

bareback

Needless

to

sheep
cowboy.

say,

that

sheep is going to need some
Scumby Cumby’s new batch of

serious therapy.

freshly risen fornicators has more than earned
UniCol, the monstrous presence towering

its name. Two lads took it upon themselves

In one week, the freshers of 2015 have

over campus, packs a punch with its O-week

to infiltrate the infamous girls-only floor,

committed some disgusting, depraved and

shenanigans. One gentleman climbed from

where they were discovered snooping through

downright ugly deeds.

the annex to the seventh floor to paint the

one unfortunate lass’s lacy undergarments.

walls in vomit as he attempted to find his

Caught with their hands in the cookie-jar, the

Keep the stories coming, guys. We never reveal

bedroom. Upon being discovered on all fours

lads fled the scene, no doubt blaming it on the

our sources and these reports come from our

with his pants around his ankles, the yak-

a-a-a-a-alcohol.

nifty moles inside the halls. If you’ve got a tale

king young’un was escorted back to his
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THE
SOCIAL
POKÉDEX

A FRESHER’S GUIDE TO UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
BY NICK AINGE-ROY

Nick Ainge-Roy, a judgmental soul with a kind heart, has been navigating the realms of the University of
Otago for less than a year. But as a Dunners local, he’s familiar with the characters you’re likely to encounter in your new home and here presents you with a cynical insight into the characters of Dunedin.

W

hile I, along with most people,

from their hiding place of pretty smiles and

fun they have ever had. In second year the ba-

try to live my life in as accepting

hashtags, ones that are generally along the

sic bro evolves into the Scarfie lad, a creature

a manner as possible, abiding

lines of #reunited or #missedyou, despite

usually found out the front of a Castle Street

by such timeless and tiresome

the fact they see each other six days a week.

flat dressed in a flannel, sweatpants and thick

maxims as “Don’t judge a book

Although the basic bitch may seem innocent

woollen socks, Double Brown in hand and

by its cover” and “Know me before you judge

and endearing, the real danger lies in the

drum ’n’ bass — it mustn’t be more complex

me”, it is an oft-overlooked fact that through

vapidity of her thoughts, as little else seems to

than a snare and a kick at 140bpm — blaring

our daily goings-on we pass judgment on oth-

fill their minds and mouths other than drink-

from the open door behind him.

ers constantly, be it conscious or not. It may
not be inherently negative, but every time you

The New Zealand social scene is possibly

pass someone you’re also making inferences,

unique in its division, one that I would con-

formulating opinions and making judg-

sider almost unrivalled elsewhere in the

ments about them. Entering university is

world, with the exception of our crass

akin to entering an arena of judgment be-

Australian cousins. This division is em-

cause despite what people tell you, every-

bodied through the bogan, the antithesis

body here is judgmental as fuck. So, to aid

of the basic bitch or bro — as a disclaimer,

the wide-eyed fresher in their judgments

I would like to point out that although the

I have constructed the Social Pokédex.

bogan is not usually found on campus

In this Pokédex you will find all the infor-

they are frequently encountered within

mation needed to successfully identify

its locale and throughout Dunedin.

those flies you will most commonly find in
the social web of university and thus avoid

Whereas the basic bitch/bro expresses

being ensnared in the same traps.

a desire to document almost every movement on Facebook, the bogan seems to pos-

When conducting a social dig, it is best to

sess an ineptitude with modern technology

start from the top, with the most obvious and

that would rival that of our parents or grand-

arguably offensive layer of the hierarchy: the

ing, recounting tales of their drinking and

parents. If you listen hard enough, you can

basic bitches and bros. The basic bitch has

studying a BCom.

occasionally hear a bogan muttering, “How do

received a fair amount of coverage in the

you use this bloody thing?” as they hopelessly

media of late, but I find that while most de-

The faithful companion to the basic bitch is, of

try to upload a photo to Facebook before ad-

scriptions of the BB are apt, they do not paint

course, the basic bro. Essentially interchange-

mitting defeat, firing up the WRX and dropping

a complete picture. The New Zealand basic

able with the basic bitch, the only differences

the clutch to go rip some skids or run some

bitch is first and foremost hot, and while the

between the two are superficial, as the basic

mainies. For those of you unfamiliar with

levels of hotness across basic bitches may

bro’s dress code consists of chinos/joggers,

these terms, ripping skids is the process of

vary, they are generally considered attractive.

Chucks and a black t-shirt with a blue shirt

driving in circles in an empty carpark or simi-

The second most discernible characteristic of

over the top. Combined with a vacant look in

lar venue, preferably until a tyre bursts or the

the BB is their tendency to move in packs: a

the eyes, a love for rugby (and any rugby-re-

turbo is thrashed so fucking hard it blows. In

gaggle of striped tops, puffer vests and exer-

lated “banter” including, but not limited to,

contrast, “mainies” is the rather sedate act of

cise pants, merrily screeching their way down

court sessions) and a study of Commerce, the

driving up and down the main street of a town

the hall, laughing just a little too loudly at

basic bro complements the basic bitch with a

while chain-smoking rollies and indulging in

something that probably wasn’t all that funny

guffaw to her giggle, and both are joined by

a box of Billy Mavs (at this point, the author

to begin with — the perfect picture of platonic

their love for visiting the same string of bars

would like to pay his respects to bogan culture

pleasantness. That is, until you separate them

every Saturday night and standing steadfastly

by acknowledging the demise of the 10% Billy

from one another and their fangs emerge

by the belief that flat initiation was the most

Mav and the 8% Diesel).
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truly — it is easy work.
Alongside their passion for burning rubber,

that if I were to go to their country and study,
I would be even more of a hermit than them

tobacco and proverbial bridges, the New Zea-

The largest of the sub-groups is undoubtedly

due to my fear of mispronouncing something,

land bogan has a fascination with one of those

the international students. Out of all the peo-

and b) because while nobody really gives a

relics of the 90s that, like Biggie or the Back-

ple you meet at university, the internationals

shit if you make jokes about your own race, it

street Boys, is rarely seen or heard: the chin

are probably the least troublesome for the sole

is frowned upon (and let’s be honest, bad) to

strap and the soul patch. Other iconic features

reason that you hardly ever see them outside

talk shit about somebody else’s.

such as Metal Mulisha or Monster Energy hats

class. The international’s university career will

can be used to identify a bogan, but none is

consist of innumerable hours spent in lectures,

We now come to another of our university

as reliable as the presence of the chinstrap/

followed by a few more studying in the library.

“cave-dwellers” — that is, people who are

soul patch combo, one that climbs skyward

Coupled with their studious nature, they may

usually pasty, odd-looking and socially strug-

towards thickly gelled and spiked hair, mir-

have a poor grasp of English, making the in-

gling. I am referring to the counterpart of the

roring the sneer a bogan will often display as

ternational student a hugely inoffensive and

international student, the domestic student

he leans back in his car seat, arm extended,

often likeable character due to the hilarious

who takes uni just a little too seriously. While

before dropping the living hell out of his clutch

soundbites that are produced when the rudi-

I avoided talking badly of internationals, I

and peeling the fuck out of there.

ments of the greatest language on earth are

have no such qualms about doing so of the

still being learned. Derisive comments aside,

domestic students for a number of reasons.

Now that we have cleared away the offensive

the international student is possibly the best

Firstly, they’re not from another country, so

topsoil, we can examine the minnows of the

type of student because they represent what

that makes it okay. Secondly, their mastery

university social clime. Because of the lack of

we all should aspire to be: hard-working, polite

of the English language and academia always

basic-ness and bogan-ism, it is often difficult

and determined to do something that actually

seems to make them come across as just a

for a novice to differentiate and divide those

benefits society rather than ourselves (looking

little smug: “Oh, you only got a B? That’s not

who are not in the upper echelon into separate

at you, basic bitches and bros). I also wish to

too bad I suppose.” Fuck you and your 86

groups. But for the cynical, scornful and judg-

avoid saying anything truly offensive towards

per cent average. The too-serious domes-

mental eye — such as that possessed by yours

international students because a) I know

tic student will, unsurprisingly, sit towards
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the front of the lecture theatre, be the first

I, which may lead you to a far better job and

even have dreadlocks, which makes them a

to answer any questions — out of what I am

thus more success, money, happiness, etc.

bit easier for the average middle-class white

going to instantly assume is a smug desire

But while you might be in a high-flying job

student to tolerate. Mature-age students really

to flaunt their wealth of knowledge on the

with an ear-to-ear grin about how well you’ve

shouldn’t be that hard to spot, although be

topic — and will often carry with them some

done in life, I’ll be sitting in squalor, resentful

cautious as they may often be mistaken for the

chunky text on politics or gender equality,

of your forethought and hard work but none-

lecturer and any attempt to discuss the course

a sign that they want to be treated as an adult

theless content in the knowledge that I had a

with them will result not in helpful guidance as

with a genuine regard for worldly issues

great time and, more importantly, made some

you had hoped but in a tedious conversation

and not as what they actually are, a kid who

pretty good friends.

covering every aspect of the course as they try
to wring every precious minute of interaction

six months ago was stressing out over their
English NCEA Level 3 Unfamiliar Text paper.

At this stage many readers might be feeling

out of you that they can. It is also worth noting

Do they actually expect me to believe that

incensed (especially if you happen to number

that the mature-age student is often the same

they spend their free time between classes

in any of the groups outlined above) at my

person as the too-serious domestic student,

sitting in the gardens adjacent to Quad,

inadequate acknowledgment of any of the

after the mid-life crisis.

sunlight streaming onto the pages and re-

numerous other groups that will be encoun-

fracting radical insight such as “Treat ev-

tered throughout one’s time at university.

Alongside these characters are the usual

their

“Freaks and Geeks” that can

cranium?

be found in any institution, but

Fuck out of here, man, go back

their numbers are neither large

to your flat and bitch about how

enough, nor are they annoying

boring your lecture was like the

enough to warrant inclusion in

eryone

equally”

spectacularly

into

large

rest of us. This accessory represents the sad impression that
they are still under, the impression that the university of today
is the university of yesteryear,
a birthing ground for the leaders and thinkers of tomorrow,
a place where all are welcomed,
original ideas are nourished
and

intellectual

conversation

abounds. The sad reality is that
university has morphed from
a prestigious higher calling for
those with a genuine desire for
self-fulfillment and education

“Entering university is
akin to entering an arena
of judgment because
despite what people tell
you, everybody here is
judgmental as fuck.”

this Pokédex so I shall leave it up
to you to identify them.
Having almost reached my editorially prescribed word limit,
I must now bring this piece to a
close. Before my arrival at Otago,
I had fallen victim to the familiar
uncertainties that plague many
freshers and former freshers:
What am I going to study? Is it
going to take me anywhere?
Should I do something I enjoy
or something that will get me a
job?

to a paper mill churning out
degrees to anyone with enough

To ease my worrying, my older

patience to stick around for three

brother told me the following:

years without completely failing.

Uni is one of the only times in
your life when you will be truly

The too-serious domestic is an ode to a by-

The reality is that there are just too fucking

free of the constraints of a job, family or simi-

gone age and, although I approve of such

many and most of them — despite my bull-

lar authority figures, so have fun. Do not stress

outdated ideals, my real problem with these

shit about possessing a discerning eye — are

about what you want to do, you’ll know in

specimens lies, as you may have guessed, in

too difficult to compartmentalise, leading

good time — better to wait and do something

their title: this type of student simply takes

me to prey on the easy targets, the majority.

you love now than do something you’ll re-

university too seriously. Now I’m not saying

However, I will attempt to redress my selective

gret for the rest of your life. It’s good to work

that there isn’t more to life than getting fucked

shit-talking by providing a quick summary of

hard, but don’t let it take over your life; there

up; I’m merely saying that there is more to

some of the slightly less well-known but fre-

are other, better things besides work. It is this

university than studying. Uni is one of the best

quently encountered characters this university

message — along with my various observa-

opportunities you will ever have to meet peo-

has to offer.

tions and warnings — that I ultimately wish

.

the reader to absorb. Work hard, play harder

ple you genuinely like, and not just because
you have to see them six hours a day, and to

Members of NORML can be found sitting on the

squander that opportunity seems a little bit

grass outside OUSA most afternoons, usually

foolish. Admittedly you (Mr/Ms Serious) will

around 4.20pm. They’re an unassuming bunch

leave university with far better marks than

and, if memory serves correctly, most don’t

and, please, whatever you do, don’t be basic.
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idway through last year, one of the world’s oldest and

or the BBC are the powerhouses of global broadcasting, smaller compa-

boldest student media publications was closed down.

nies often find themselves experiencing considerable financial pressure.

London Student had been in print since the early

Student media outlets have an advantage here: they are, for the most

1920s and until recently had been representing over

part, free — and due to different funding structures, they don’t suffer the

120,000 students as one of the largest university newspapers in Europe.

same monetary stresses that other local publications might.

London Student’s demise came from the strong arm of the University of
London Union, which refused the newspaper a £54,000 (approximately

While student publications all over the world are being squeezed until

NZD 110,000) budget booster that was needed to continue production

the pips squeak by their unions, one of the biggest arguments that can

beyond the year. The decision caused uproar among not only the na-

be made for student media lies in their merit as training grounds for

tional student population but the general public as well.

aspiring journalists. The opportunities provided to would-be reporters
are invaluable and need to be recognised. Whether you’re into columns,

Journalism and the face of mainstream media are changing — that

news, features, cartoons or reviews, as a budding newsperson you have

much is obvious — yet student media and their importance in regard to

the chance to experiment with different types of writing. Getting in-

larger and more nationally recognisable news agencies is a discussion

volved with your university’s media outfit is a brilliant way to build both

best served heated.

your skills and your network. Everyone has to start somewhere, and if
journalism is something that interests you, then there is no better place

In a world where the mainstream media are evolving, publishing houses
of small local or regional papers are in trouble. Where agencies like CNN
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THE
KIDS ARE
ALRIGHT
by LYDIA ADAMS

London Student had in recent years been a focal point of student move-

important role on a local scale. National, publically funded broadcasting

ment against governmental fees and cuts, as well as a major campaign-

institutions, such as the BBC, have relatively good reputations compared

ing voice for workers’ rights. Despite the paper being a well-loved and

to other, more privatised news outlets, (cough, cough, FOX News Chan-

central part of student culture in London, the move to reduce funding is

nel). Student media certainly aren’t the only unbiased voices to reach

seen by many as the culmination of a long internal process of under-

the public, but they are among a small population.

mining student representation within the university itself. Could it be
that the business-minded board members at the University of London

Of course, no forum that allows the youth of today behind its publish-

saw the investment in a publication that was ultimately given to stu-

ing wheel is safe from the non-politically-correct and sometimes con-

dents for “free” as too great a risk? Or was it more than that? A media

troversial material that may be printed. Each of New Zealand’s main

resource created by students, for students, will always be easier to relate

tertiary institutes has a corresponding student magazine, and each

to and hold more sway over a university’s population than any sort of

of these magazines has a chequered history. Auckland University’s

passive production mandated by the institution itself. Perhaps therein

Craccum published a feature on date rape in 2002 that immediately

lies the actual risk — a battle for populace persuasion.

came under fire from both police and social workers, who described the
piece as a “how-to” for drug rapists. In 2007, Victoria University’s Sa-

While discussing the difference between student and mainstream me-

lient published an article titled, “Top Five Species To Be Wary Of”, which

dia, Paul Rutherford, a Dunedin local and self-described avid newspaper

listed Chinese as number three. The feature caused huge protests from

reader, posed an interesting question. At 57 years of age, Paul has seen

the university’s Chinese student body, as well as the Chinese Embassy.

and read many a newspaper and magazine in his time, yet he won-

The editor of Waikato University’s Nexus was forced to make a public

ders, “Could student publications be the only truly independent form of

apology in 2009 after printing jokes about incest, abortion and sex with

journalism?” He presented the idea in relation to the fact that for-profit

infants. His apology was sincere. Also in 2009, Canterbury University’s

news agencies have to keep the interests of their main stakeholders in

Canta sent an issue to print containing an article that declared people

mind when writing and presenting material. As such, whether or not

with mental illnesses unfit to have their own children. Even our very

we can feel safe in the guarantee our media are unbiased is a perfectly

own Critic has found itself at the centre of controversy; in 2006 the Office

valid question. Although student media outlets have significantly less

of Film and Literature Classification banned possession or distribution

national impact than other broadcasting organisations, they still play an

of a particular issue of Critic, which, like our Craccum cousin, contained
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a “how-to” guide on drug rape. With all this in mind, we must not for-

ments with ease. It’s the perfect disguise. Not only can they blend in, but

get that even global media conglomerates falter in their reporting. All

they also have a vast network of people they know throughout different

too often we hear about another Fox News interview gone horribly

halls, departments, ages and education levels.

awry, CNN becoming more and more infamous for race baiting, or a

Through Critic’s affiliation with the OUSA Executive, all decisions and

BBC broadcast that probably shouldn’t have gone to air as it contained

statements made during meetings can be broadcast back to students.

controversial content such as an interviewee discussing joining ISIS and

Relationships like this between student media and their universities

referring to combat as “actually quite fun”.

and unions are of vital importance because board members can and
will be held accountable for their actions in regard to the wider student

Josie Adams, a veteran of the student magazine scene in New Zealand,

community. Without student media reporting on university politics,

feels that student publications are a very important aspect of media and

students wouldn’t have the slightest clue about what rulings were being

reporting in general as they provide a voice to a younger generation

made up top that could negatively or positively impact on their own

that is often accused of being far too impassive. “The youth must keep

academic livelihoods.

the aged authorities constantly afraid of rebellion,” she said firmly. “It
is the only way to protect our interests.” Josie is adamant in her belief

Media in all shapes and sizes are ever-present in our daily lives as stu-

in the importance of student media, asking how everyone on campus

dents. Websites and social media are used by most of our generation

is expected to retain the ability to converse with strangers in lecture

every single day. We consume so quickly that sometimes it seems like

“Infrequently will you see John Campbell waltzing
down Hyde Street dressed as a pink crayon in order
to get the inside scoop on the annual keg party.
Rarely would you notice Hilary Barry perched in
Central Library waiting for her informant to relay
the juicy details of the latest Cumberland College
spooky scandal.”
theatres and laboratories if they can’t relate to one another on a ban-

we’re on autopilot, scrolling through news and information so fast that

ter-specific level.

we forget to truly engage. Because of this, others often view our generation as out of touch and impassive towards the key issues of today.

One way that student journalists (and their publications) have an edge

As students ourselves we know this to be untrue, and where passivity

over their older, far more mainstream counterparts is that they have the

may be assumed, only a fellow student voice can rebuff these claims.

attention of their classmates. Students are unlikely to read a story that

Thus, it becomes crucial that we maintain our own voice in the media.

vaguely relates to the younger generation simply because it appears in
the local newspaper, but with students writing for the students, there’s

“I think it’s vital; I think it’s an important voice at the university,” said Dr

an advantage. They are allowed to turn to each other with facts and in-

Geoff Stahl, a Senior Lecturer in Media Studies and compelling advocate

formation that relate to their own experiences at university and in life as

for freedom of the press. Having spent several years involved in com-

young adults.

munity radio himself, Stahl has an expert understanding of the struggle
young reporters go through in finding their voice and personal political

Young reporters have the chance to one-up the older generation, pro-

consciousness. He describes the phenomenon as “a kind of laboratory”

viding front-row seats to the most significant and buzz-worthy stories

within which student journalists will often happen upon quite provoc-

in their various communities. Infrequently will you see John Campbell

ative and political material. That awareness and understanding allows

waltzing down Hyde Street dressed as a pink crayon in order to get the

students, both writers and readers, to better grasp the idea of media

inside scoop on the annual keg party. Rarely would you notice Hilary

being a civilising voice — part of a larger engagement with the public.

Barry perched in Central Library waiting for her informant to relay the

“Student media can contribute to the conversations that the university

juicy details of the latest Cumberland College spooky scandal. Student

wants to cultivate and facilitate,” he said. And asking questions of union

media, on the other hand, can ask their staff to undertake these assign-

policies and general university governance is at the heart of what Stahl
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“We consume so quickly that
sometimes it seems like we’re on
autopilot, scrolling through news and
information so fast that we forget to
truly engage.”

deems one of the biggest roles student media play: “to be provocative, to

fact, mistaken. “Apparently it’s not very cool, but you know what else

be the critical voice of the university.”

isn’t very cool? Being turned down for job after job because you have
zero experience.” She’s not wrong. Like any additional contributions

Often the other media that you find on university campuses have little to

you make to your university community, if you have even the small-

do with student engagement. They are often celebratory and passive in

est amount of practical experience over another person standing next

terms of how they choose to represent the university. In many respects,

to you, the job is yours. Too often do students hear of the terror that

they’re advocates for the institution. Student media again hold an im-

awaits them beyond graduation: you’ve voluntarily placed yourself in a

portant role here, as passivity is tossed aside in favour of provocation.

mountain of debt, you have a bit of paper that says you know something

A student publication may well act as a university advocate, but not in

about something in particular, but you’ve never professionally worked

an all-affirming manner, more in a playful and critical one. This is an

a day in your life. It’s the experience of actual work and real-world

attractive attribute to potential students as the material they’re reading

reactions to your work that will make the impact.

is honest and relatable — a fellow voice of youth culture.
Students, lecturers and media professionals alike hold student journalAdrienne Rampton is a Child and Youth Services Library Specialist who

ism in high regard. It makes sense as a significant proportion of our na-

has been working in communications for well over 15 years. “My son,”

tional and international reporters started out working for a student pub-

she began, “is 15 years old and he wants to be a journalist.” Having had

lication. What the media of the future will look like is anybody’s guess,

experience in the field, Adrienne felt that perhaps her youngest child

but you can rest assured that students will be a part of whatever it is.

would appreciate her expertise in advising him to get involved with his

.

high school’s magazine committee. She soon found out that she was, in
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A

s someone who was born and raised in New Zealand,

With our lives so entrenched in technology, typing a post online en-

the question that follows “where are you from?” really

sures that no one will interrupt you mid-explanation, you have time

bothers me: “No, I mean but where are you really from?”

to thoughtfully plan and write out replies, and while there still may

Of course, you can tell when a person is genuinely inter-

be some yelling, sentences typed with caps lock permanently on will

ested and you can tell when they’re not but, then again,

save you a trip to the audiologist. Access to the Internet has allowed

you don’t hear people asking where Caucasian people are really from.

people – and particularly young people – to discuss and understand

These little things, these everyday things that I try not to let get to me

the social issues that occur in our day-to-day lives, as well as dispel

are something many minority racial groups face in New Zealand and

popular ideas or stereotypes about groups of people, religions, and

in many other countries.

countries. With such a disparity of wealth, power, and social equality,
young people have taken to blogging platforms like Tumblr to tackle

Social justice is about advocating for the equality and acceptance of

these issues.

all people no matter what they look like, where they come from and
who they’re attracted to. Social justice itself is not a term that can be

I was given the opportunity to talk to popular Tumblr blogger and

narrowed down to one specific meaning. For example, Urban Dictio-

social activist, Jenny Park, on her perception of what social justice

nary describes social justice as “promoting tolerance, freedom, and

is and why she is an online social activist. Park believes that many

equality for all people regardless of race, sex, orientation, national

social justice bloggers simply write about their personal experi-

origin, handicap, etc ... except for white, straight, cisgendered males.

ences and in fact, this is how she first started addressing issues

Fuck those guys, they’re overprivileged no matter what.” This one

concerning race and gender. Park defines social justice as “disman-

definition of social justice is enough to offend most of Dunedin’s pop-

tling oppressive systems in our society that exist to uplift people

ulation so, as you can tell, it’s also a sensitive topic to discuss. Perhaps

that fit certain expectations while holding down those that don’t.

this is why online activism, especially regarding issues of race and

It’s about looking at issues critically from a broader scope of

privilege, is a method of choice for new, young activists.

systematic oppression rather than personal, individual choices and
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intent. It is about seeking to undo the status quo that so many people

of radio licenses and three per cent of TV licenses. Unhappy with the

accept without question and speaking out over normalized oppres-

disparity in media coverage and media representation, online activ-

sion.” Put more simply, “it’s about being a good person, not just a

ists now take to social media to challenge how groups are perceived

decent one.”

within mainstream media and to spread awareness of the issues pertaining to social justice.

Many social justice bloggers like Park struggled to know whether
they were being over-sensitive or whether others felt the same way:

Twitter’s part in the Arab Spring displayed the positive influence that

“At the time, I was not able to articulate why they made me upset.

social media could have on political and social change. Social jus-

I majored in history at university, and taking courses that actually

tice blogs spread news and information that cannot be found within

discussed race theory and feminist discourse gave me the words to

mainstream culture (or are often found days later).

understand and process my own experiences.” For many people,
writing and reading about social justice online helps them find their

However, the Internet is a dangerous place. There’s a reason why your

feet, and there’s a comfort to knowing that these uneasy feelings you

parents told you not to talk to strangers on the street and, now, not

have when it comes to race and gender are shared. The ability to ex-

to talk to strangers online. The ability to send anonymous questions

press and tackle these types of social issues is also tied to media rep-

and messages on Tumblr allows people to hide behind a screen. In-

resentation and media coverage; in many cases, it’s the lack of media

stead of spreading positivity, most questions, messages and even

representation and media coverage that adds to this uneasiness and

replies are abrasive, invasive, offensive and aggressive because it’s a

strange sense of isolation.

lot easier to type what you think than it is to say something rude to
someone’s face. A major issue that some people have when it comes

When the Charlie Hebdo shooting occurred on 7 January 2015, media

to social justice blogs is that they are safe spaces for racial minority

outlets chose to cover the issue extensively. The shooting at the pa-

groups and racial minority groups only. People from majority groups

per’s offices in Paris was considered a violation of free speech, and

are often dismissed when they ask questions or reply to posts made

demonstrations took place all around the world. “Je suis Charlie”

by social justice blogs. However, where does this aggression really

became a worldwide slogan, with celebrities like George Clooney

come from? One social justice blog, angryasiangirlsunited.tumblr.

showing their support at the 2015 Golden Globes. All the while, from

com specifically tells their majority-group followers that they are

3 to 7 January 2015, Boko Haram, a militant Islamist group, had de-

“free to reblog submissions and posts unless the OP (original poster)

stroyed at least 16 towns. The media coverage of this issue and of the

tags it as ‘do not reblog’, but keep your comments/observations/the-

massacre in Baga was limited to a few media outlets, although the

ories to yourself. Understand that there are so many spaces that cater

death toll and the number of people missing is said to have exceeded

to the experiences and opinions of white people. These are spaces

2000 people. The point of comparing these two events that happened

where we are often spoken over or spoken for by white people and we

almost simultaneously is not to say that the Charlie Hebdo shooting

don’t need that happening here.”

should be dismissed or that the severity of the Baga massacre is
necessarily worse and therefore deserves more attention (although
there is no doubt that the Baga massacre and the Boko Haram attacks
within Nigeria, Chad and Niger should be given more coverage) but
to show why everyday people are challenging the news and media
representation in the hopes that social justice can take place.
With the Ferguson protests in 2014, which were spurred on by the
shooting of Michael Brown, the racial prejudice within news was also
something that outraged social activists. As one media outlet pointed
out, Michael Brown was described in the New York Times as a teenager who “dabbled in drugs and alcohol … [and produced] lyrics that
were by turns contemplative and vulgar …” It is unclear what the point
of these comments was when describing the shooting of an unarmed
18-year-old. Media ownership plays a major role in this problem of
representation and lack of widespread coverage. Six companies own
the majority of American media, and in 2012 it was recorded that 232
media executives were in charge of all the information being fed to
not only the American population but to people internationally. One
main criticism of media ownership is that news outlets lack diversity
and thus minority groups are not accurately covered or represented;
less than seven per cent of TV and radio licenses are held by women,
while racial minority groups in the US hold just over seven per cent
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When these requests are constantly ignored and social justice blog-

method of protest: “Different causes and different political climates

gers start retaliating, the term Social Justice Warrior (SJW) is used. As

will require different strategies.” According to Tumblr’s Director of

well as interviewing Jenny Park, I also interviewed a Scarfie, Fedo-

Outreach, Tumblr users aged 18–34 are more likely to attend protests

ra-wearing Redditor, who said he sees SJWs as people who come in

and educate their friends and family on politics and current events.

two categories. The first group consists of people who are passionate

Park, who has seen numerous social protests take place online — in

and strong-minded when it comes to issues under the social justice

particular, the Ferguson protests — believes that Internet activism is

umbrella. The second group, on the other hand, is the group he has

underestimated by people: “I see a lot of people throwing around the

nothing nice to say about: “They are all people on the Internet, who

word ‘slacktivism’ in reference to activists online and I think that’s

are basically all Americans, and a guy I know in Wellington. I don’t

incredibly demeaning and does a disservice to the message that can

think you should talk to people as if you’re on a moral crusade; they

be spread through the Internet as a platform … Internet activism/

come across as ignorant and arrogant and I really dislike the ‘us ver-

posting can also support ‘real life’ activism. During the Ferguson

sus them’ worldview of the second group.” Senior Lecturer in Sociol-

protests, donations and legal advice were mobilised through the In-

ogy, Marcelle Dawson, who specialises in social movements and pop-

ternet. Hashtags like #blacklivesmatter created solidarity amongst

ular protests, views SJWs similarly to Internet trolls: “Sharing one’s

the movement.” Ultimately, each case works on an individual basis.

opinion is not the same as being a committed activist … it would seem

No doubt, there will be people who are activists both online and of-

that their contribution to any kind of debate is more about seeking

fline, but there will also be people who talk the talk but don’t walk

attention by being rude and aggressive, and less about understand-

the walk.

ing an issue and forming an educated opinion.”

As a social justice blogger, Park considers SJWs to simply be “some-

So, if mainstream media representation and the disparity of media

one who fights for equality. Isn’t that something we should all aspire

coverage doesn’t change and if online activism through social justice

to be? I’m supposed to be offended that you called me someone who

blogs, while informative but also exclusive, is problematic, how are

strives to better society?” One question that must be asked, though,

we meant to achieve social justice? While I have benefited from the

is whether online activism is an acceptable method of protest. While

safe spaces of social justice blogs, better communication is needed

we have social justice bloggers and SJWs actively taking part online,

between the owners of these blogs and those who follow them. The

do these people fight for equality offline? We saw what happened

conversation needs to be opened for everyone to participate so that

with Kony — there were over 80 million YouTube views of a video that

people can gain a better understanding of the issues at hand and so

aimed to make Joseph Kony, militant leader of the Lord’s Resistance

that all of us can work together to dismantle the power imbalances

Army in Uganda, a public enemy. He became infamous for abducting

within society, especially when it comes wealth, class, racism and

children and forcing them to become brutal soldiers. The aim was to

sexism. I’ve had enough of people telling me the reason I do well

create enough demand to make international governments take Kony

at things is just because I’m Asian. Rather than have my successes

down.

invalidated — “Asians are naturally smart” — I’d like to think I have
worked hard. But I get that people don’t necessarily understand the

People believed in the cause, watched the video and put up some

implications of what they say. In fact, it may even be viewed as a

posters but did not attend rallies and protests or donate. Whenever

compliment. That’s why if we open the conversation, we can collec-

Kony is brought up in a discussion, the issue of slacktivism is now ad-

tively come together and make an effort to elicit change; we can en-

dressed. People complain that the Kony issue was oversimplified and

courage one another to educate ourselves more, and maybe by taking

that those who produced the video weren’t actually helping the cause.

small steps like these, they can eventually become bigger ones.

While it is true that volunteering inside the war zone and sharing vi-

.

ral videos are two very different things, it’s probably unfair to stretch
this to calling people “slacktivists”. The alternative is doing nothing.
So, could all these people blogging about racism and sexism meet
the same result? Marcelle Dawson believes that there is no “best”
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We are seeking volunteers for clinicial comparison
studies of market brand-leading drugs alongside generic
formulations of those drugs, If you fit this criteria;
Male or Female, between 18-55 years
Have no medical condition
Non-Smoker (for at least six months)
Not on medication (excluding female contraception pill)
Not taken any drugs of abuse
All participants will be remunerated for their time and inconvenience
CONTACT US TO REGISTER YOUR INTEREST:

0800 89 82 82 E-MAIL trials@zenithtechnology.co.nz
VISIT www.zenithtechnology.co.nz
CALL

Zenith Technology Corporation LTD
156 Frederick St • PO Box 1777 • Dunedin 9054 • New Zealand

This advertisement and all studies are approved by an ethics committee
accredited by the Health Research Council of New Zealand
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INGREDIENTS

MAKES 12 PORTIONS

1 large kumara, chopped into
1.5cm cubes
2 small beetroots, chopped into
1cm cubes
3 carrots, sliced into discs
1 aubergine, sliced into 2cm pieces
Splash of olive oil
100g feta, crumbled
half a bag of baby spinach leaves
18–20 large eggs
½ cup sunflower seeds

Roast Vegetable Frittata

1 handful of grated tasty cheese

BY SOPHIE EDMUNDS

salt and pepper to taste
I read somewhere that root vegetables are the kale of 2015. This news excites me greatly as I am
the kumara’s biggest fan. I have been trying to nourish my body with more than just scrambled
eggs three times a day. I love eggs — they are so cheap and such a great source of protein.
The only problem is that while I love a good salad, my budget and enthusiasm get in the way.
I feel like the lack of colour may be a contributing factor to my dwindling afternoon energy levels.
The answer to my monotonous and monotonal meal crisis came to me in the form of a frittata.

2.

Line a 25x25cm or 20x30cm slice tin with
baking paper. Scatter the cooked vegetables onto the base, then toss through the
baby spinach leaves. Sprinkle the feta
over the mix.

M

3.

y frittatas are basically a bunch

I sometimes make these in muffin tins lined

of roasted seasonal vegetables,

with muffin cases to save cooking time. Each

seasoning of salt and pepper, then pour

a handful of baby spinach, half a

muffin-sized portion makes a great snack be-

this over the vegetables. Top with the

block of feta and as many eggs as it takes to

tween meals too. These take only 15 minutes

grated cheese, then the sunflower seeds.

cover it all. Recently I have been topping them

in the oven.

4. Reduce

off with a handful of sunflower seeds to give
an extra nutrient boost and to give the top an
awesome crunchy texture.

the

oven

temperature

to

180 degrees.

METHOD

Scout your local vege shop for the season’s
most affordable produce. Aubergines and

Whisk together all the eggs and another

5.

Bake for 25–30 minutes, until the centre is
only just firm to the touch and the top has

1.

Preheat the oven to 200 degrees Celsius

browned slightly. Remove and cool for

courgettes are super cheap right now.

and line a large oven tray with baking

ten minutes on the bench before slicing.

Kumara and carrots are always a good option.

paper. Toss the cubed vegetables in the

The frittata will keep in the fridge for

Chop everything into roughly the same size,

splash of oil, then spread over the tray.

around five days, so it is great to make on

but make the denser, slower-cooking veges

Season with salt and pepper and roast for

a Sunday for the week ahead.

slightly smaller so they are all cooked at the

25 or so minutes until they are soft and

same time.

the edges start to caramelise.

6. Enjoy!
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Dakota Johnson is a shining beacon of light
amidst this utter dross but even she is hamstrung, playing a character so badly written.
Also, I can’t help but wonder why has this
popular, attractive, outgoing, young woman
never had sex? How does she not know what
butt plugs are? She’s at university!
Also, isn’t the sex meant to be amazing? Isn’t
it meant to provoke our desires and look like
the ultimate erotic fantasy come to life? If
foreplay were allowed to be that quick and
effortless then here’s some advice for all of
you: do it in the kitchen! You can boil an egg

50 Shades of Grey

in the meantime! The sex can only work if

» DIRECTED BY SAM TAYLOR-JOHNSON

we were engaged with the characters and
REVIEWED BY SIMON KINGSLEY-HOLMES

their relationship but there was no chemistry
and no spark between the two characters; 50

W

Shades of Grey is a film that is supposed to
hen student, Anastasia Steele

to an offensive endorsement of sexual vio-

based on an unhealthy romance, you’d think

(Dakota Johnson), improbably in-

lence. Jamie Dornan plays the most unlikeable

that besides the abuse, that there would be

terviews icy billionaire Christian

film protagonist since Hitler in Triumph of the

some chemistry! On a similar note–the male/

Grey (Jamie Dornan), she finds herself trapped

Will. Why do people even care about Christian

female nudity ratio is so out of whack that it

in a downward spiral of kinky sex and utter

Grey? His tacked on emotional scarring makes

becomes ridiculous. Seemingly, Christian Grey

tediousness. We’re unfortunately in for a ride

no sense in the film and comes far too late

hasn’t got a penis–aside from being one.

too, one that would send insomniacs to sleep.

in the day; we’ve already given up on a man
who can easily compare his own desire for

With a colour palette thought up by a five

The film goes from a comfortably boring melo-

a disturbing sex weekend with the starving

year-old and plodding pacing in the mix, don’t

drama about pretty people in dull apartments

millions in Africa!

even bother.

Outside Mullingar
» BY JOHN PATRICK SHANLEY DIRECTED BY LISA WARRINGTON
REVIEWED BY BRIDIE BOYD

O

utside Mullingar has too many faults

theatrical beauty.

to be more than average. The plot

The most irritating flaw is that there is

is classically Irish, with rain, farms,

no consistency in the time that the play is

endless tea and family feuds in abundance.

supposed to be set in, which is confusing for

The First Act deals with death, family inheri-

the audience. At first, the piece seems set in

scenes are a little dragged out in the First Act

tance and lost love in an emotionally battering

the past, but “pizza boxes” are mentioned in

but still seem to lack explanations for the au-

rollercoaster. Anthony Reilly is a hardworking

the dialogue. People fetch coal and wood for

dience. The Second Act is considerably better.

farmer and the son of Tony, who owns the

a fire but then discuss the Olympics being on

Not only are the scenes punchier, the banter is

farm. After a neighbour passes on, his grieving

“telly”. In the First Act, the clothes seem older,

better — and in Dunedin, that’s always a gift.

widow and daughter are invited back to the

with the women in skirts and shawls and the

Lara MacGregor’s performance in the Second

Reillys’ place for a cup of tea. A verbal bomb

men in corduroys and shirts. Then in the Sec-

Act is superb.

is dropped when Tony announces that when

ond Act, the men and women have modern

The set is a delightful, timeless kitchen in

he passes, he won’t be leaving the farm to

clothes, but this Act is set only three years

a quaint Irish farmhouse, and Irish folk tunes

Anthony, causing a rowdy quarrel between

later. If it is a scripted attempt to show that the

play softly in the background at frequent in-

all parties. The Second Act deals solely with

story is applicable in any era, then it would be

tervals during the play. It was the black Irish

the relationship tribulations of Rosemary

better left unsaid.

humour that kept me going through this play

Muldoon (Lara MacGregor) and Anthony

The actors are professionals, and it shows,

Reilly (Phil Vaughn), and it is truly a piece of

but they are let down by the play itself. The
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though; the witty one-liners boosted the
otherwise flawed dialogue.
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what people searched online and probably
what they ate for breakfast. I wouldn’t be surprised if the NSA’s theme song is “I Will Follow
Him” by Little Peggy March.
Poitras’s documentary shows the unravelling of Snowden’s whistleblowing in real time.
When we first see Snowden, he is already in
Hong Kong, which is where Poitras and a few
journalists, such as Glenn Greenwald, are interviewing him about the NSA’s mass surveillance. Shot in a distinct, cinéma vérité style,
Citizenfour has a sterile eeriness to it that
creates a tense feeling for audience members.
Though, when the US government is able to
pinpoint your every move, of course you’re
going to feel a little bit worried, stressed and
paranoid. Or maybe that’s just me.

Citizenfour

Although the premise and overall topic of
Citizenfour is enthralling and incredibly rel-

» DIRECTED BY LAURA POITRAS
REVIEWED BY MANTY TE

I

evant, I found myself dozing off during scenes
full of hefty dialogue. Those dull moments
coupled with a generic documentary style did

have a love–hate relationship with doc- Online privacy has never really been a major

make me yearn for a film that was livelier and

umentaries. If they’re centred on ani- issue until recently. With our world becom-

more colourful. However, what I learned from

mals, murder mysteries or food, then I ing more and more immersed in technology,

Citizenfour far outweighs the need for a lighter

love them, but if they’re on glaciers or erosion our whole lives are now online. Citizenfour

film.

and use scientific vocabulary that isn’t easily looks at online surveillance and, in particular,
defined for BA students like myself, then I’m America’s National Security Agency (NSA).

If you’re sceptical about living in the digi-

not interested. However, if I’m given popcorn at In 2013, Edward Snowden made headlines for

tal age, or just want to watch a film that

the cinema and a comfortable seat to sit on, I’ll divulging to journalists that the NSA had been

will make you think, then I highly recommend

watch almost anything.

Citizenfour.

collecting information on where people went,

CELEBRATE CHINESE NEW YEAR!

Race from St David Footbridge to Staff Club
Viewing from the Clocktower side of the Leith
and the St David foot bridge ONLY.
ALL PROCEEDS
TO THE SPCA
OTAGO

Each numbered duck costs $1.00 – you can have as many as you like!

Ducks will be sold on the day of the event from 11am - or you can buy them now from the contacts below:
Robyn Broughton 479 5651 robyn.broughton@otago.ac.nz | Victoria McEniery 479 5006 victoria.mceniery@otago.ac.nz
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their lives, but this doesn’t stop exploration.

performances that I saw in Dunedin last year

Just as for the taxi driver, there are so many

manifested this global trend and interest in

other ways to be transported and go beyond.

the mobile. Two examples come to mind: the

One way is through art.

impossibly long and realistic noodles hang-

As well as moving the viewer, art is con-

ing from hovering chopsticks in Korean–New

stantly on the move. It’s an exchange; it’s

Zealand artist Seung Yul Oh’s MOAMOA at the

seeing the world and reacting to it. In Beijing

Dunedin Public Art Gallery; and a cathartic

I wandered around the white-walled rooms

performance in Touch Paste Contact at the Blue

of the UCCA, which were filled with works by

Oyster Art Project Space of trauma and identity

contemporary artists based in Los Angeles.

as a South Korean soldier experienced by the

This exhibition was an attempt to make spe-

artist Samin Son. Both examples transported

cific cultural connections between Los Ange-

Dunedin viewers to “foreign worlds” last year,

les and Beijing — connections that the UCCA

and I am sure new works will continue to do

believed were lacking despite their “imagined

so this year. With most galleries being a mere

proximity” as Pacific Rim cities.

15-minute walk from campus, art couldn’t be

Art was on the move again in Caochangdi

A Constant Companion
REVIEWED BY LOULOU CALLISTER-BAKER

more accessible.

at the Three Shadows Photography Art Centre

Whether you are adjusting to a new hostel,

(designed and built with the help of prolific

attempting your first university assignment

Chinese artist Ai Weiwei). A second collabora-

for the year or simply feeling reflective about

tion, between Amsterdam-based photography

the distance between you and your family,

institution Foam and China’s He Xiangning

you can always trust one of the numerous art

Art Museum, was an extensive display of con-

galleries or spaces in Dunedin to be there for

temporary Dutch photographs. The travelling

you. Let the DPAG, or the Blue Oyster, or Brett

exhibition, titled Still/Life — Contemporary

McDowell take you away from these anxiet-

Dutch Photography, played with the art histor-

ies or bring to your attention details of the

ical theme of the still life. In one photo by Ing-

reality you are immersed in. Art is a refuge;

mar Swalue, a plastic cup slowly spilled coffee

equally, it is a conversation starter. In fact, I

onto a pile of napkins photographed against a

believe good art demands a conversation — it

background of black, sky blue, white and nude

asks questions of you and also makes you ask

abstract shapes, reinventing and subverting

questions. Why do Seung Yul Oh’s hyper-real

the still life. This work and others in the show

bowls of noodles suddenly look haunting

highlighted the sheer cleanness of the digital

rather than humorous? How would I feel if I

image — a change from the sole emphasis on

had to do military service in South Korea like

pre-production, which is evident in original

Samin Son? And we also have to imagine

still life works.

what themes and narratives viewers around

In its loyalty to cultural exchange and

the world connect with and respond to when

n a taxi one night in Beijing the taxi driver

strong efforts to reaffirm diplomatic and com-

they see travelling work from Dunedin artists.

told me he dreamt of travelling — out of

mercial ties with China, this year Foam will

As young New Zealanders who aspire to be

Beijing, around the world — but never

present the work of Chinese artists based in

global citizens, we must look at the art in front

could because of a lack of money. The driver

Amsterdam who are working in the field of

of us and learn to interpret it from different

explained, speaking slowly in simple Manda-

photography. The excitement in the sharing of

contexts — small and large, local and global.

rin, that he travelled instead through his pas-

art and ideas between Beijingers and foreign-

We all need to embody the wisdom of the

sengers and the stories of their lives in worlds

ers was everywhere I went.

Beijing taxi driver and see art as our “passen-

I

beyond China’s capital city. For many, physical

But this exchange is not restricted to cities

travel is something that cannot be a part of

in the Northern Hemisphere. Exhibitions and
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ger” and our access to a global world.
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like “Davy Jones’ Locker” evoke the onset of a
panic attack. The album’s melodies have an
uncanny quality to them. The lyrics include
references to insanity (“Come to Your Senses”),
injured dogs (“Mr Noah”) and Lennox’s father
dying of cancer (“Tropic of Cancer”).
However, there is also plenty of glee to be
found here. The watery hymn “Sequential

Panda Bear Panda Bear vs. the Grim Reaper

Circuits” slowly fades into “Mr Noah”, the
barnstorming lead single from the album.
It is one of the funkiest songs Panda Bear has

» INDIE, ELECTRONIC | DOMINO; 2015
REVIEWED BY BASTI MENKES

ever made, with a driving beat and addictive
vocals. The melody does feel tense and precar-

E

ious, like that of the Beatles’ “I Want You (She’s
xperimental pop group Animal Collec-

work, Tomboy was a pop album of enormous,

So Heavy)”, but “gloomy” is not the word to

tive requires no introduction. Between

echoing scope. What it lacked, however, was

describe it. Rather than being overtly dark or

their critical acclaim, alluring sense of

the sonic richness of Person Pitch. As its pallid

optimistic, Panda Bear vs. the Grim Reaper

mystery and smattering of successful singles,

grey-and-white artwork suggested, Tomboy

is an album that operates on a tension be-

they are certainly a band whose reputation

was the musical equivalent of an overcast sky.

tween the two. Panda Bear’s echoing, angelic

precedes them.

vocals are frequently set against gurgling
That is precisely where Panda Bear’s new

drones. The delightful melody of “Boys Latin”

In the absence of a conventional frontman, it

album, Panda Bear vs. the Grim Reaper, comes

flits anxiously between two vocal tracks. The

was never quite clear who the main creative

in. Thirty seconds into the opener of this new

Tchaikovsky-sampling “Tropic of Cancer”

force in Animal Collective was. True to their

album, “Sequential Circuits”, it is obvious that

somehow manages to be both the most som-

name, each album of theirs felt like a team

Panda Bear has in 2015 perfected his aesthetic.

bre and the most sugary track here. Fans of

effort, a piece of sound-art born of collabora-

The fact that the robustness of Tomboy and the

the dichotomous approach Animal Collective

tion. That is, until Noah “Panda Bear” Lennox

rainforest lushness of Person Pitch even exist

takes to music will not be disappointed.

released his third solo LP, 2007’s Person Pitch.

under one roof is enough to make the listener

An album of vibrant textures and dizzying

jump for joy. Thankfully, the surprises don’t

Panda Bear vs. the Grim Reaper is an album

depth, Person Pitch is a kaleidoscopic pop

stop there.

of many sounds and ideas, all competing for

masterpiece as good as any Animal Collective

your attention. You can appreciate it instantly

album. Suddenly, it seemed obvious where the

From the death-referencing title alone, one

on the grounds that it is a well-produced,

real talent in the collective lies.

could have expected Panda Bear vs. the Grim

melodic pop album. You can also push past

Reaper to be his darkest album yet. As Noah

the surface-level sheen and dissect the

If Person Pitch had any flaws at all, it was that

Lennox has gotten older and had children,

many other layers it offers, such as its cryp-

its tracks felt more like collages than actual

the blissful naivety in his lyrics has gradually

tic lyrics and myriad sonic nuances. Every

songs. Sure they had melody in spades, but

disappeared. Even Animal Collective’s most

Animal Collective-related release so far has

they could feel a little intangible at times.

famous song, the scintillating “My Girls”, fea-

rewarded concentration and repeated listens.

Panda Bear responded to this in 2011 with

tures Lennox discussing responsibility and

After giving Panda Bear vs. the Grim Reaper a

Tomboy, the more streamlined and song-

mortality. True enough, this new album does

handful of spins, I feel I’m only just skimming

driven sequel to Person Pitch. Like his previous

have dark undercurrents. Queasy interludes

the surface.
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Asleep: The Forgotten Epidemic That Remains One
of Medicine’s Greatest Mysteries
» WRITTEN BY MOLLY CADWELL CROSBY
BY BRIDGET VOSBURGH

D

o you like horror stories? Do you ever

person to person. People who survived the

wish for factual proof that the world

initial outbreak would often alter dramatically

is completely terrifying? Asleep:

in personality, to the point of seeming like dif-

The Forgotten Epidemic That Remains One

ferent, and much less pleasant, people. In par-

of Medicine’s Greatest Mysteries is about a

ticular, children who had seemingly recovered

the book is a result of what makes it so fright-

disease known as encephalitis lethargica.

would lose all control of their impulses when

ening: it’s all true. Crosby has to work with

It’s not surprising if you haven’t heard of it. It

going through puberty, becoming so danger-

what was recorded and, sadly, people at the

was an epidemic around the 1920s that killed

ously violent that it was considered necessary

time weren’t especially invested in keeping

close to a million people, and altered the lives

to isolate them from society.

track of those who suffered from this disease.

of thousands more. It’s not at all famous.

Since they don’t really know what caused

The case histories Crosby presents have a ten-

Probably because that would require talking

it (the accepted answer is “something some-

dency to vague out into question marks once

about it, and talking about it would require

thing flu something”) they don’t really know

the subjects are no longer receiving medical

thinking about it. People don’t want to do that.

why it went away. It could come back as an

care. This works as a pretty excellent allegory

Because this disease is terrifying.

epidemic, cases do still occur occasionally, and

for how the medical world as a whole treated

It was colloquially known as sleeping

there isn’t a cure. You may now understand

encephalitis

sickness because the most famous cases often

why the usual reaction to this disease is to just

most, this results in a book that is in no way

involved people staying asleep for months

avoiding thinking about it.

suited to people who like closure or happiness.

lethargica.

Unfortunately

for

before dying, but some who suffered from

Asleep takes case studies of seven pa-

However, if you are like me, morbid and

encephalitis lethargica instead lost the abil-

tients and combines them with a focus on the

attracted to any information you can use for

ity to sleep at all, which can kill you and did

physicians who studied encephalitis lethar-

disturbing anecdote fodder at parties, read

kill them. The symptoms varied wildly from

gica. Probably the most frustrating thing with

Asleep. Have nightmares.

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSIOLOGY

Otago School of Medical Sciences
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There is a dramatic increase in dialogue
between NPCs (especially Jack) and the player’s chosen character. Not only is it mostly
well-written and witty, but it changes depending on your chosen character, as well as
any friends’ players (Pre-Sequel sticks to Borderlands’ tried-and-true four-player co-op
system).
For established fans of the Borderlands’
franchise, the most value is found in the story,
which both delves deeper into the backsto-

Borderlands: The Pre-Sequel

ries of existing characters such as Jack, Nisha

» PC, PS3, Xbox360 | DEVELOPED BY 2K AUS, PUBLISHED BY 2K GAMES

after the events of Borderlands 2. This is made

and Athena and also offers a few hints at life

REVIEWED BY BRANDON JOHNSTONE

possible by a post-Borderlands 2 flashback
narrative: we’re watching existing characters

S

Athena and Lilith having a conversation which
ince its initial release in 2009, the

of intricacy to explore. Beyond running and

acts as the story’s framing device. This is a

Borderlands franchise has arguably

gunning, players can soar through the moon’s

nice touch as it allows us to hear the odd com-

been one of the greatest players in its

low-gravity atmosphere, firing wildly before

ment from established characters throughout

loot-driven, first-person shooter genre. Orig-

crashing down and engaging in close com-

the game.

inally set on a treacherous Mad Max-inspired

bat. Take Claptrap, Borderlands’ high-pitched,

planet named Pandora (because there are a

fast-talking

mascot-turned-playable-char-

right disappointed by the endgame content.

lot of boxes, I guess?), the setting might feel

acter, for example. If you add in his insane

Bosses with rare loot don’t respawn, making

grim and depressing if not for the insane, off-

“anything goes” combat skill, you’ve got a rec-

them impossible to farm. This means that

the-wall writing and entertaining non-player

ipe for the best kind of chaos. It’s fun, it’s really

you’re left with far more tedious options to get

characters (NPCs). Now, in Borderlands: The

fun, and it’s the only thing that’s lacking in the

those weapons (like vending machines and

Pre-Sequel, we’ve left that planet and taken a

previous franchise entries.

the weapon-recycling “Grinder”, ugh). These

rocket to Pandora’s moon, Elpis.

Hardcore players will probably be down-

Well, that and Nurse Nina. As our stand-in

issues will more than likely be addressed in

And what a moon it is. The scenery is sur-

for Dr. Zed (our previous borderline-psy-

future patches and DLC, similar to the way

prisingly stunning and colourful for a backwa-

chopathic “medic”), Nina is both hilarious

Borderlands 2’s endgame was improved ten-

ter space-rock. However, the more you explore

and deeply terrifying. She is entertaining in

fold post-release, but it still feels as though

this world, the more you start to realise that

a way that most of the new faces just aren’t.

there’s a chunk missing from the game as

you’re just seeing more of the same. It’s a great

Most new characters feel like somewhat dull

a whole.

view, but eventually the vast expanses and

versions of existing, more beloved ones from

larger levels start to feel a little empty. This

previous games.

If you already love Borderlands, I’d highly
recommend Pre-Sequel for its story and com-

isn’t so bad at first, but after a few side-quests

But this can be forgiven because we have

bat, but if you’re a potential new convert you

you start to feel that you’re running back and

Jack. Jack’s backstory is explored through-

should do yourself a favour and at least pick

forth without much to interact with or fight.

out Pre-Sequel and gives life to everything it

up Borderlands 2, if not the original as well.

I’ve always been a huge fan of Border-

touches. He’s not quite the psychotic, maniacal

And I can’t stress it enough: find yourself a

lands’ RPG/FPS mashup combat, but Pre-Se-

antagonist that he is in Borderlands 2 (which

friend (or three) to play alongside you! There’s

quel manages to out-do anything I’ve seen

takes place after the events of Pre-Sequel) be-

a lot to be said for the sense of teamwork you

before. By adding a jump boost and butt-

cause we’re finding out how he came to be our

get from keeping a co-op partner on their

stomp system (slamming into the ground to

“Handsome Jack”, but he’s still just as egotistic

feet and covering their weaknesses with your

damage enemies), we have another layer

and sarcastic — and he should be.

own strengths.

Call 24/7
Pregnant? on
local people who care

Pregnancy Counselling
Services Inc

FREE

Counselling and information on your options.
0800 773 462 | www.pregnancycounselling.org.nz
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to prove themselves in front of their new and

liability for houses & flats then they should

very important Unicol chums. Taking a bus or

be required to bare the consequences of those

a longer route is understandable, I suppose.

decisions.

It would be terrible to get your toga all floury

LETTER OF THE WEEK
The letter of the week wins a
$30 BOOK VOUCHER
From the University Book Shop

and ruin your night of Dionysian (who I’m sure

There must be hundreds of students each

is very proud of your hesitance) fun. Maybe

year who have similar problems who bare the

Otago is changing. Maybe this week we wel-

brunt of their poor decision making. I feel bad

come a more sophisticated group of students.

for them, but I’m disappointed the opportunity

Maybe we’ll just stick to the harmless, all-in-

to educate others has been missed.

good-fun ritual sacrifice of furniture.
You can purchase contents and personal liabil- Armed and Disappointed

ity coverage for under $300 a year - a worthy
trade for being declared bankrupt at age 18.
Guess some people just learn their life lessons

I’m the winner.
Hello Critic,

Sure you’re not a Fresher?
Ori has been great. Somr bumps and bruises

the really hard way.
<3 SC - A heartless Dunedin student veteran

but very cool! Hyde St holds a great party and
the residents stopped anyone bejng complete

We’re students of Otago University

dicks. Saw my first couch fire so that was cool!

and we’re currently doing the UNI101
Scarfie list and one of the items on the

Second year Critic lover :D

list was to send you an email. So hey,

Best of luck with the first issue =). Hopefully

we’re very fascinated by the Scarfie

you get more sleep than we did our first

Bucket List and we’re making it our
mission to finish it before we graduate. Although the A+ is a long shot and
we don’t have a car to get around, we

Obesity crisis over?
Dear Critic,

will do our absolute best to succeed. :)
Is it just me or are all the freshers terrifyingly
See ya,
Scott and Susie

Thanks xoxo

Thursday print night. Five somethingish from
memory. (I was designer with Julia in ‘11, and
for a few months with Joe at the start of ‘12.
Which now seems like a really long time ago,
lol).

skinny this year? I thought we were supposed to

Feel free to pass on my details in the footer

be getting dangerously fat as a nation? Clearly

to your designer if I can ever help out (assuming

not if this years first year sample is anything

I’m right in vaguely recalling that Clarky & Dan

to go by.

left?). I think I’ve come across most of InDesign’s
loveable quirks which can grind things to a halt

Curious.

(though it continues to surprise me...), & know

Cushion 4 Pushin

how much it sucks trying to tame them while
sprint-designing when sleep deprived.

Toga Party hmm...
It’s been one week since our new crop of
freshers arrived at Otago and already it’s be-

P.s. don’t drink too much of the red bull.

GET INSURANCE MORONS!
Dearest Critic,

I got like legit addicted to that shit, not good...
Andrew Jacombs

coming clear that this lot is cut from a different
cloth. This judgement is based solely on the

I’m incredibly conflicted by the fundraising

behaviour of our beloved first years pre-toga

effort for the Boning Room flatmates who had

party. Donning the bedsheet and laurel is a

the front of their flat lit on fire by some disre-

willing acceptance of the unspoken rule that

spectful, asshole idiots. On the one hand they

you are a potential target. Freshers of years

are clearly victims who have been put in a

Just went to Empire of The Sun

past have shouldered this burden with a grace

very poor position. But on the other hand GET

WWHHHHHAAAAAaattt! That was fucking

and elegance that has not gone unnoticed by

INSURANCE. Surely this should not be some

choooooice! Better than having to listen to that

those hurling the waterbombs and eggs. This

big community effort but instead a cautionary

prick John Key rant on about nothing at that

year, however, the number of partygoers run-

tale on what can happen if you don’t have in-

Monday thing. That guy is a twat.

ning the Union St-Forsyth Barr gauntlet was

surance. If students are going to attempt to be

pitiful-- just a handful of young men eager

grown-up and sign contracts and accept legal
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Call us on 0800 GIVEBLOOD to book.

// OUSA have set up a givealittle page for
The Boning Room flat, which was damaged by a fire on Leith Street last week.
https://givealittle.co.nz/fundraiser/
leithstreetflatfire

.99

EACH PICK UP
WITH 2014 STUDENT ID
DUNEDIN NORTH ONLY

// SOCIETY OF ATHEISTS, RATIONALISTS
AND SKEPTICS (SARS) is dedicated to advancing scientific thought and challenging
outdated concepts of religion and pseudo-science. We aim to meet regularly
where plan to have discussions, watch
documentaries etc.
Search ‘Otago SARS’ on Facebook or on
the OUSA website for details.

// PERFORMANCE: BBEALS
THE REGENT - FRIDAY 13 MARCH
An international collaboration between
Footnote New Zealand Dance and French
company Danses en L’R, Bbeals is an
entrancing new dance work for all ages

// Critic wants reporters, feature writers,
reviewers and wannabe daters. Get in
touch by emailing critic@critic.co.nz or
pop into our office above the OUSA
Main Office.

that begins its journey at Jennifer Beals’
character in the quintessential 1980s film
Flashdance.

LETTERS POLICY
Letters should be 200 words or fewer. Deadline is Thursday at 5pm. Send letters to critic@critic.co.nz, post them to PO
Box 1436, Dunedin, or drop into the Critic office. All letters must include full contact details, even if you don’t want these
printed. Letters of a serious nature directly addressing a specific person or group will not be published under a pseudonym,
except in extraordinary circumstances negotiated with the Editor. Critic reserves the right to edit, abridge or decline
letters without explanation. We don’t fix the spelling or grammar in letters. If a writer looks stupid, it’s because they are.
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Homeopathy

Students’ Secret Love Letters
BY WEE DOUBT

A

BY MISS X

h, the 1790s. A time before germ theory and anaesthesia,

Each week Critic wants to hear from you if you’re struggling to

when medical doctors would bleed, purge and burn their

approach the man or woman of your dreams. Does she always sit

patients to restore their four “humours”, or life forces, to bal-

on that front row seat and give the lecturer far more attention than

ance. Miasma theory, the idea that disease was caused by bad smells,

you’re comfortable with? Does he stroll past your window each

was considered a radical new science. Witch-hunts were still at large in

morning and your only attempts at getting his attention have been

Europe. And Samuel Hahnemann invented homeopathy.

taking a little longer to put clothes on?
Flick your stories to crush@critic.co.nz

Hahnemann’s idea was simple: that “like cures like”. After being administered a tiny dose of a substance that causes similar symptoms to
those suffered by the patient, the body would respond by healing itself.

Rather than rubbing onions into the patient’s eyes, Hahnemann

T

devised a way to dilute the onion in water to a very tiny amount. Water

it a chance. I went to order my usual, Vodka Lime and Water (can you

was put into a vial and banged several times against a leather-bound

tell I’m from Auckland?), and as the barman took my order, my heart

book, preferably a Bible. This would supposedly activate the water’s

fluttered. He had hair of the finest gold and a chin that could chisel the

ability to retain a “memory”. Then a small part of the onion was added,

statues of Rome. As he talked, butterflies left my stomach in knots and

the vial was shaken in a specific way, and a single drop from it added

I struggled to match his level of chat. In the morning I woke up feeling

to another hundred drops of water. This process was repeated until

sure I’d met the man for me.

For example, hay fever makes you cry and onions make you cry; therefore (in Hahnemann’s logic), onions cure hay fever.

owards the end of second semester last year, I met the man of
my dreams. Now where art thou, Romeo? It started as all love
stories should start, with a drunken night in the octy. I had never

been into Ra Bar, but for some reason decided this night I would give

no single molecule of the original substance remained in the water.
The “memory” of the substance was said to remain in the water, ready

For the rest of the semester, I headed to Ra Bar every Saturday, hoping

for the body to respond to when it was administered to the patient.

for the chance to meet my man again. It was not to be, however, as I
never saw him on a shift again. Exams then rolled around and nights

If you think modern homeopathy is less wacky than this, think again.

out stopped. My chance at love had come and gone. I struggled to study,

A small sample of substances used as base ingredients in today’s ho-

as my mind would wander off, picturing what my Romeo was doing,

meopathic concoctions are: the liver of a duck, a spider ground up alive,

where he was going, who he was seeing. Was he thinking of me as he

table salt, the breast milk of a German Shepherd dog, beer, menstrual

slaved away for his exams?

blood and, no joke, dog shit. Thankfully, no trace of these substances is
left in the preparations by the time they are consumed. In fact, in one

After exams were over, summer came and went and I had begun to

British investigation of homeopathy the machines used to dose sugar

move on from thoughts of my mysterious barman. But life is a surprise,

pills with the diluted concoctions were regularly causing the drops to

and as I walked through Polytechnic on my first day back, who did I spot

miss their destination, so none of the water was reaching the pills at all.

but the barman strolling by, with a purposeful, powerful stride. I walked
the same way the next day and, again, I saw him walk past! He is no

Attempts to prove homeopathy’s efficacy have been foiled by revela-

longer a figure of my imagination. He is my regular eye candy. I believe

tions of biased, cherry-picked, shaky data and a failure to replicate pos-

this year is my year, so I’m going out on a limb here. Mister Ra Bar, if

itive results in careful, double-blind studies. Rival medical treatments

you are reading this and are interested, meet me on the Ra Bar dance

from its time, such as whipping out demons, blistering patients’ skin

floor this Saturday at 11pm.

to release bad humours and half drowning patients in icy water, have
disappeared because they are painful and dangerous. Homeopathy has

Love alwayz

endured because it is painless. But its theory is as illogical as any of its

Miss X

maddest contemporaries. Don’t waste your money on it.
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A Broad View
MP for Dunedin North

NZ Oil through an American’s Eyes
BY DAVID CLARK

W

elcome to 2015. I love the vibe in North Dunedin at this time
of year. A critical mass of students brings a surge of energy
into the electorate — and it’s infectious.

This isn’t my first appearance in Critic, but for those of you I haven’t

BY EMMA COTTON

I

n April of 2010, I sat in my living room in New Jersey and stared at
the cover photo of the New York Times. The wings of a New Orleans pelican were drenched with black, sticky oil. On TV, the black,

billowing smoke soared in plumes from the Deepwater Horizon rig. 757

yet met, I’m your local electorate MP David Clark. I have the privilege of

million litres of crude oil escaped from the ocean floor and leaked onto

representing your aspirations, the aspirations of Dunedin North people,

beaches, covering wildlife. The country grieved for weeks.

in Parliament.

Flash forward a few years, and I’ve been in NZ for one week; I al-

I hope you’ve had a good summer and arrive at Otago ready for

ready understand that conservation is part of everyday life here. So

a fresh start and a memorable year. I’m buzzing after a trip to South

when I heard NZ has opened its waters to oil companies, my heart sank.

America for an inter-parliamentary conference. Meeting politicians

190,000 square kilometres of New Zealand’s waters have been

from other countries gave me a new perspective on local issues. It also

approved for oil exploration. Though oil companies are exploring all

reminded me how lucky we are to live in one of the world’s oldest con-

around New Zealand, 11 wells exist in the Canterbury Basin, which lies

tinuous democracies.

off the coast of Otago.

Of course I believe there’s plenty of stuff that the government could

Chatham Rise, New Zealand’s most productive fishing ground, rests

be doing to make New Zealand a better place (I wouldn’t be in politics if

50 kilometres north of a potential drilling site in the Canterbury Basin.

I didn’t think that!), but I came back from South America more grateful

In it, nutrient-rich waters from the south converge with warm waters

than ever that journalists, opposition MPs, academics and students can

from the north, creating optimal conditions for phytoplankton and zoo-

speak their minds — without constant fear of being locked up.

plankton, which are eaten by other marine life such as fish. The 6,177

The freedom to learn, the freedom to debate ideas and the freedom

tonnes of fish that have been caught commercially in the Canterbury

to share views publicly are all things we mustn’t take for granted. No

Basin in past years prove its productivity. Surrounding Chatham Rise

doubt you’ll be presented with opportunities to do all three during your

are migration routes for most large whales in New Zealand, including

time on campus. Cherish these freedoms.

the Southern Right Whale, which is nationally endangered. A spill at

And don’t be afraid to share your views directly with me when you

this site could destroy the entire ecosystem.

see me on campus. My office is on Albany Street next to the Captain

If a spill occurs in the Canterbury Basin, the trajectory of the oil spill

Cook tavern, just down from the Rob Roy dairy — so I’m close by, and

reaches the Chatham Islands and significantly affects the shores of the

I make it my business to be on campus often. Or if you’re burning to

South Island. 76 days would go by before emergency systems could

share something, drop by.

mobilise and drill relief wells. By then, oil would have flowed from the

In my Dunedin office, we aren’t always debating lofty ideas. Our
bread and butter is sorting practical local problems. If you have a rash,

sea floor at a rate of 2,500 barrels a day. The spill would leak about 30
million litres of oil, and all from only one well.

see a doctor — but for many other issues, we may well be able to help.

In a country that relies on tourism and prides itself on sustainabil-

We witness and sign many documents, assist with tenancy disputes,

ity, an oil spill would be devastating. Drilling for more oil, and in doing

do certification of degrees and certificates, help with immigration and

so making a move away from alternative energy, would be a mistake

StudyLink issues, and much more. Politics is off to a flying start in 2015.

for this country and would send the wrong message to the rest of the

I look forward to reporting back regularly as your local electorate MP.

world.

FLIGHTS · TOURS · ACCOMMODATION · WORKING HOLIDAYS + MORE!

LOVE SUMMER?

LAYBY YOUR EUROPE FLIGHT WITH A $99 DEPOSIT*
0508 STA TRAVEL | dunedin@stores.statravel.co.nz
*T&CS APPLY, ASK IN-STORE FOR DETAILS

europe on sale now
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Flat out at OUSA Student Support

Try Something New

BY OUSA STUDENT SUPPORT

I

f you’re flatting this year, chances are you’ll have a great time and
meet some amazing people, but the flatting experience can devolve
into a never-ending C-grade splatter film pretty quickly.

BY FINBARR NOBLE

C

icero, the great Roman philosopher, lawyer and statesman,
once mused that “a man who knows nothing of what happened before he was born shall remain forever a child.” Rudge

from Allan Bennett’s The History Boys said, “How do I define history?

Here are a few über-simple tips and suggestions to get you off to a

It’s just one fucking thing after another.” Though the two men differ

good start.

greatly in time, culture and the fact that one was a fictional schoolboy
from Sheffield and the other possibly the greatest orator to ever live,

Get yourself some insurance! Might seem like a waste of good dosh that

they are equally insightful in their analysis.

could go on, well, textbooks, but for only a few bucks a week you can
save yourself a whole heap of steaming trouble. Did you know that if

History is the human story. An appreciation of the past allows us to

your dodgy flatmate burns down the house and then scarpers to Zim-

better understand our present and anticipate our future. It also, as

babwe, you might end up footing the bill? We’re not talking small time

the exasperated Rudge would attest to, shows that some world lead-

either, so if you don’t have $500,000 lying about, we strongly recom-

ers should read a book every once in a while because a lot of this shit

mend you ring around and find yourself personal liability and contents

has happened already. The US-led war in Afghanistan is just one such

insurance. It’ll be the best five bucks a week you’ve invested in your

example. It began in 2001 with the delightfully named Operation Endur-

future for a while.

ing Freedom, but actually was the latest in a string of wars and armed
conflicts dating back to the first successful conquest of modern-day

Maybe you’ve moved into your flat that looked good and shiny when

Afghanistan and its inhabitants by Alexander the Great in 330 BCE.

you signed up last year but is actually a hellhole. The stove is broken,

Old mate Alex was quite possibly the only “Westerner” to subdue and

the fridge has just crapped out and the previous tenants have left

rule the Afghani people for an extended period of time and did so in a

mountains of discarded bottles, parts of chairs and other things you’re

booze-sodden romp across the Persian Gulf all before the birth of Jesus,

too scared to explore without protective clothing. It is your landlord’s

a person whose historical veracity we might get to in a later column.

responsibility to get rid of that stuff and fix your stove and fridge. If they
don’t get onto it pronto when you ask nicely, you can give them a legal

The Americans, before nobly trying to give Afghanistan all the freedom

letter telling them they’ve got 14 days to sort it (Student Support can

it could endure, should have taken the time to chat to their allies, the

help with this). Same for stuff that breaks later too.

British, who enjoyed not one, not two, but three Afghan wars before
their 2001 effort. Or even to their erstwhile enemies, the Russians,

You’ve invited a few mates around in O-week, only a “few” has turned

whose Soviet troops were hounded out in the 80s by the Mujahedeen,

into 3,000 mates. This is when you need to ask for advice! We’re all part

who were armed, funded and trained by … the Americans. Yet, appar-

of a community, and we have to hang together for the next year or more

ently, by the time 2001 rolled around the US had forgotten all that.

in pretty close proximity, so it’s a good idea to look after each other.
If things do get out of hand though, stuff gets damaged or you’re wor-

This column shall attempt to tell some of the historical stories from

ried about someone who turns into a seriously scary lycanthrope that

the rich and sordid past of our species so that you don’t one day find

just goes off after a bit of grog, come and see us at Student Support.

yourself declaring war on Mesopotamia with an overwhelming sense

We can help with all of these problems, and more.

of déjà vu. Some will be funny, some will be horrific, some will provide
a greater understanding of current events, and some will just be abso-

For more info on your rights as tenants, check out flatting101.co.nz.

lutely fucking irrelevant, fit only for pub quizzes and trying to impress

OUSA Student Support deals with every flatting issue under the sun

Tinder dates.

(and a few from other solar systems). So, if things go pear-shaped, we
are just an email away: flatting@ousa.org.nz.
Whole lotta love and happy O-Week xox.
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No, this article is not just another pun-tastic attempt at a quirky title,
but is about a Dunedin husband who calls his wife an ‘old fossil’ in reference to their scientific careers. If my husband called me an old fossil,
he would be tickled to death in an instant.

Classic Punny Lines Are Back
BY STEPH TAYLOR

As we all know from the 2011 Rugby World Cup, John Key loves nothing
more than a bit of blue steel looks on the runway. Perhaps John, it is time
to invest in a bit of TLC and Moroccan oil to revamp those lush locks.
We’re wheely proud too.

I know what you are thinking, does this mean it’s officially O-Week?
When the ODT announces that it is officially couch burning season, it
As anticipated, the ODT has provided us with some finely tuned puns.

most certainly is. They helped keep the excitement alive as they spent

This surely answers the age old question that alliteration and puns are

the week discussing the pyromaniacs of Dunedin.

all you need to know when writing a headline.

<<
Sophia first started on our 6-month Guarantee back in
2014. Before starting, she felt very sluggish and she felt as
though her fitness level wasn’t the best, and could be
better!
Sophia’s long-term goal was to achieve a 10kg
weight loss and also be able to get fit enough to run
5km without stopping! Sophia started working
LOST 10kg
with our Personal Trainers to help her improve
her fitness levels and help get her running 5km!
in just16
They took her through a series of interval
weeks!
training, and set her up with a programme.

Sophia did so well on the 6-month Guarantee that
she achieved her 10kg weight loss goal in just 4 months!
Look at her go! She also just recently ran her first 5km
without stopping too!
She said she feels amazing now, and she now knows
anything is possible and goals can easily be achieved if you
are committed to put the hard work in. Sophia’s next goal
that she is striving for is to get to her goal weight and to
keep her fitness levels up!

ph 03 477 4750 • Txt 029 477 4750
15 Filleul Street, Dunedin • configuredunedin.co.nz
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LOVE IS BLIND
critic@critic.co.nz

Love
is blind
Christian

T

Critic’s infamous blind date column brings you weekly shutdowns, hilariously mismatched pairs,
and the occasional hookup. Each week, we lure two singletons to Di Lusso, ply them with food and
alcohol, then wait for their reports to arrive in our inbox.
If this sounds like you, email critic@critic.co.nz. But be warned – if you dine on the free food and
dash without sending us a writeup, a Critic writer will write one under your name.
And that won’t end well for you.

A charming, puppy-loving, milkshake-drinking
Dunners guy. He’s got the chat, the moves, but
just needs the girl.

he night started out with the lads setting a concrete limit of
no more than four Diesels. I then had a couple of lovely ladies
critique my outfit, thus ensuring maximum levels of dapper.

With the admin out of the way, for better or worse it was go time.

Anastasia

B

A single second year searching for love. She
sometimes skips wearing a bra whilst on a
mission to find the love of her life.

eing the token single flatmate and a few drinks down, I jumped
at the chance to go on a Critic blind date. The enthusiasm was
gone by the next day, but I couldn’t turn down free food and

alcohol with a chance to meet my potential soul mate. I downed some
beverages beforehand and went into my night feeling a bit more cut

I arrived fashionably early so as to come on as keen as possible,

than was intended.

because if there’s anything I’ve learnt, the ladies love a guy who tries.
On arrival I walked in to meet my date with no disappointment — he
After a smooth introduction, we started ordering drinks, and it soon

introduced himself immediately, making it a lot less awkward than an-

became evident that she’d come in faiiiirly hot, so I selflessly took up

ticipated. Drinks started straight away, with me happy to stick to wine

the challenge of punishing the bar tab. After dinner, I had my chauf-

rather than heading for the bitch drinks and a potential state. Conver-

feur come to run us back to the party underway at my place. Details get

sation flowed nicely and we discussed mutuals, with me making my

fuzzy here, but I’m fairly sure conversation held up well between both

first fuckup and mixing up a name — sorry, man, I still have no idea

date and party patrons.

who your flatmate is? The bar tab gradually ran out, and I was happy to
give my date the larger share of the drinks. The night continued to me

Once she’d laid eyes on both our glorious outdoor entertainment,

getting a tour of his flat and finding out he had a spa pool, making me

including a spa area and the skilfully placed chocolate-lab puppy,

regret not wearing a bra.

things were looking hopeful for this young punter. The tour came to a
timely end in the most important room of the house (where the magic

We chilled in his room for a bit, but the only thing he got was a cheeky

happens #mtvcribs).

pash. I left to continue my night on Castle Street, but not without exchanging numbers with him.

After chilling in my room with a couple more bevvies on the couch, I
thought it was time to make “the move”. Fair to say, preparation paid

I ended the night with a bit of spoonage but, whoops, it wasn’t with my

dividends, because shit got hot and heavy quickly. She made a dart to

Di Lusso date. Cheers Critic for a good night out. The quest to meet the

lock the door, whereupon I employed a textbook Fifty Shades lift and

love of my life continues.

throw to the bed. There was some top-notch slap and tickle and some
dry-humping so intense it was basically kindling. After cooling down
and catching my breath, we rounded things off with a romantic frontdoor pash. A good end to my first-ever blind date: cool chick, cheers to
Critic for the hookup and Di Lusso for the feed.
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For many of you, this will be the first year
away from your family and home. You might
feel both excited and anxious about University
life. Dunedin is an exciting and friendly second
home. The sense of community we have here is
second to none, so make sure you get involved
in everything we have to offer. We have a dvierse
range of fantastic clubs and societies which you
should check out, for details, see our website ousa.org.nz. While you are on the web, like our
facebook page: bit.ly/OUSA-FB, to stay in the
loop about what is going on at OUSA.
The OUSA Recreation Centre has a range of
services available for your recreational pleasure,

PRESIDEN T’S
COLUMN

from an exercise area to a sauna, plus they love

Top Summer Teachers!

to keep your belly full - check out the $3 lunches.

OUSA Student Support Centre congratulates the

As well as providing you the ultimate student

winner of the OUSA Summer School Teaching

experience, OUSA is here to look after you. The

Awards, Dr. Kim Morgan, and all the other won-

hard working staff at the Student Support Centre

derful teachers nominated by YOU! Look out for

can help you with academic, welfare, health or

the next Teaching Awards in Semester 2, so you

Paul Hunt here, your 2015 OUSA President.

flatting issues. Feel free to contact or visit Student

can have your say and pass on the kudos.

Welcome to Dunedin and to Otago University.

Support at 5 Ethel Benjamin Place for confidential

OUSA is run by a student executive to support

and friendly assistance.

and represent scarfies. We are a massive

Most importantly, OUSA is here to represent you.

operation, with a big budget and a fantastic team

Please get in touch by emailing president@ousa.

of student executives and staff. We aim to provide

org.nz, or calling 479 5333. Otherwise, just pop

you with the ultimate student experience at New

into OUSA if you would like assistance with an

Zealand’s best University.

issue or draw something to our attention.

The 2015 executive will be focused on making

All the best for 2015!

Summer School Teaching Award Winners:
Top Teacher: Dr Kim Morgan
Runner up Top Teacher: Prof. Anthony Robins
Runner up Top Teacher: Timothy Ball
Funniest teacher: Haruko Stuart (pictured)
Media Darling Award: Dr Ian Chapman
OUSA Student Support Centre is your one-

OUSA accessible and relevant to the whole student

stop shop for help and advice if the going gets

body. We have a diverse and skilled executive

tough. For more info on how we can help and
represent you, head to ousa.org.nz/support/

who can make this happen. Get in touch, tell us
your ideas and how OUSA can work better for you.

COMING UP

Paul Hunt

or come and see us at 5 Ethel Benjamin Place

